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Impact on Maryland Lawyers

T

he twenty-first century, well complexities inherent in contemporary
known in academic circles as the immigration law require attorneys to
"Century of Globalization," ush exercise a special level of due diligence
ers in a new socio-political environment when accepting and working through
in which immigration will play a central cases potentially involving immigration
role (Douglas S. Massey, et al, Worlds in issues. Through self-education and
Motion 3 (Clarendon Press 1998)). research, consultation with the immi
Maryland's role as a primary receiving gration bar and partnership with indi
immigration
attorneys,
state for this country's growing immi vidual
Maryland
practitioners
will
better
serve
grant population carries with it substan
tial considerations and consequences their clients' interests and fulfill their
for Maryland lawyers. The extreme professional responsibilities.
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Immigration Law is Different

Maryland is a major national hub of
immigration traffic, and as additional
foreign nationals and multinational
corporations move into the state in
search of jobs, homes and community,
practitioners must be prepared to
competently and confidently identify
immigration issues for their clients.
Immigration law is a uniquely distinct
field, comprising one of the most com
plex and technically attuned areas of
modern practice. As early as 1977, the
Second Circuit Court of Appeals
acknowledged this complexity, stat
ing: "immigration laws bear a striking
resemblance to King Minos' s
labyrinth in ancient Crete. The Tax
Laws and the Immigration and
Nationality Acts are examples we
have cited of Congress's ingenuity in
passing statutes certain to accelerate
the aging process of judges." (Lok v.
INS, 546 F. 2d 37, 38 (2d Cir. 1977)). In
2003, following major amendments to
the Immigration and Nationality Act
(hereinafter, "the INA"), in 1986, 1990
and 1996, the court heightened this
acknowledgement and referred to
immigration law as "a maze of hyper
technical statutes and regulations that
engender waste, delay, and confusion
for the Government and petitioners
alike." (Drax v. Reno, 338 F. 3d 98, 99100 (2d Cir. 2003)). The Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals, in 1988, concurred
with these assertions, albeit more suc
cinctly, stating: "Immigration law is
very complex." (Castro-O'Ryan v. INS,
847 F. 2d 1307, 1312 (9th Cir. 1988)).
This shared opinion of the courts
is often played out in the realities of
law practice and carries important
implications for the Maryland Bar. In
the neighboring District of Columbia,
immigration matters are the source of
the largest share of complaints against
attorneys (Palma R. Yanni, Ethical
Issues in Today's Immigration Practice,
Immigration Law Today, Novem6
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ber /December, 2003, at 6). The pri
mary reason for these complaints is
not rooted in theft, fraud or other
forms of malevolence, but most often
results from well-intentioned attor
neys agreeing to take on the immigra
tion problems of their existing clients
without the requisite background,
experience and knowledge necessary
to navigate the "labyrinth."

To guide your clients through this
maze and to achieve results, it is often
essential to consult immigration coun
sel to identify and address immigra
tion implications in business
transactions, labor and employment,
tax and family law. As with attorneys
in other areas of practice, immigration
lawyers are attuned to the technicali
ties, obscurities, contradictions, per
sonalities, multicultural sensitivities,
and near-daily changes in law or pro
cedure inherent to their field. Individ
ual immigration attorneys also form
part of a larger professional organiza
tion called the American Immigration
Lawyers Association, or AILA, which
disseminates practice pointers, liaises
with the federal government, insti
tutes particular standards of ethics
and professionalism for its members,
and maintains a mentorship program
whereby newer practitioners learn
freely from their more experienced
colleagues. F or these reasons, the
immigration bar is an excellent source
for partnership or mentorship with
Maryland practitioners in other areas
of law, and with human resource pro-

fessionals and corporate in-house
lawyers, in their collective develop
ment of sound business and human
resource strategies.

Corporate Immigration
and the Maryland Bar

The implications of Maryland's large
and growing foreign-born population
are that sooner or later practitioners in
nearly every area of law will
encounter clients with special needs
specific to their immigration status.
Business practitioners, in particular,
face a number of immigration issues
conjoined to their work on behalf of
corporate clients. Immigration laws
pertaining to acquisitions and merg
ers, employment eligibility verifica
tion and the day-to-day hiring or
transfer of foreign national employees
can subject non-complying corporate
clients to substantial fines, criminal
prosecution, the loss of essential per
sonnel and damaging convictions in
the court of public opinion.
In today's business environment,
too many companies try to tiptoe
through the minefield of immigra
tion laws, dismissing immigration
compliance as unimportant and cal
culating any potential immigration
fines as acceptable risks of doing
business. However, many do not
realize that their continued ability to
do business could be thwarted by
corporate policies that disregard
immigration regulations or that fall
short of full compliance. Non-com
pliance can preclude companies
from retaining or transferring essen
tial employees, receiving U.S. gov
ernment contracts or, perhaps, worst
of all, maintaining the trust and loy
alty of their customer base. As wit
nessed in the widely publicized
Tyson F oods and Wal-Mart cases,
non-compliance can lead to a nega
tive public image of a company as
one that undermines the social fabric

of communities and that summarily
uses foreign workers to take jobs
away from American workers. For
these and other reasons, a short sam
ple of which is illustrated in the sec
tions that follow, it is essential that
business practitioners attain a cer
tain level of knowledge and compe
tency in immigration law to
successfully guide their corporate
clients into full compliance.

Acquisitions and
1-9 Compliance

Employers face substantial financial
liabilities for non-compliance with the
INA provisions affecting "successor
in-interest" corporate acquisitions,
which require all U.S. employers to
complete and maintain an I-9
"Employer Verification EligibilitY"
form for each employee hired on or
after November 6, 1986. Employers
are subject to civil penalties for failing
to complete an I-9 for each employee
as well as for "paperwork violations,"
whereby an employer can be fined
simply for completing the form incor
rectly. Under the INA, acquiring
employers found in violation of I-9
compliance laws are subject to civil
penalties ranging from $100.00 to
$1,000.00 per violation for first-time
violators.
Moreover, Senators
Kennedy and McCain, and Senators
Cornyn and Kyl have recently pro
posed legislation that would double
these fines, with repeat offenders sub
ject to a $20,000.00 fine per violation
(Secure America and Orderly Immi
gration Act, S. 2033, 109th Cong. §406
(2005) and Comprehensive Enforce
ment and Immigration Reform Act of
2005, S. 1438, 109th Cong. §302 (2005),
respectively). Congressman Sensen
brenner's proposed legislation,
recently passed by the House and
under review in the Senate, quadru
ples the current fines and subjects
repeat offenders to both civil and

criminal penalties of up to $50,000.00
and not less than one year of incarcer
ation (B_order Protection, Antiterror
ism, and Illegal Immigration Control
Act of 2005, H.R. 4437, 109th Cong.
§706 (2005)).
In 2005, Wal-Mart entered into an
$11 million settlement to end a federal
investigation into the company's
unauthorized employment of foreign
nationals as janitors in sixty of its
stores throughout twenty-one states,
The federal settlements also directed
Wal-Mart to train all current and
future store managers to prevent
employing, hiring, or recruiting
undocumented foreign national work
ers, and to comply with ongoing
investigations of cleaning contractors
previously outsourced by the compa
ny. Moreover, twelve contract labor
companies that provided janitorial
services to Wal-Mart paid $4 million
in fines and pleaded guilty in federal
court to criminal immigration
charges. As a result of these events,
245 undocumented workers were
arrested and placed in removal pro
ceedings by the U.S. Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (hereinafter,
"the USICE''), and Wal-Mart's shares
dropped 1.4 percent on the New York
Stock Exchange (Associated Press,
Wal-Mart pays $11M to settle illegal
immigrant janitors case, USA Today,
March 18, 2005, at http://www.usato
d a y. c o m/ m o n e y/ i n d u s t r i e s/
retail/ 2005-03-18-wal-mart-immi
grants_x.htm).
The Wal-Mart settlement set a
record dollar amount fine for a civil
immigration case and carries with it
substantial lessons for contemporary
business practitioners advising cor
porate clients on the immigration
consequences of outsourcing. Wal
Mart spokeswoman Mona Williams
issued a public statement that the
company "should have had better
safeguards in place to ensure our

contractors were hiring only legal
workers. That's why we're agreeing
to pay the $11 million. It is a lot of
money, but I think that is because it is
designed to get attention and remind
businesses everywhere that they
have a duty to ensure their outside
contractors are following federal
immigration laws," According to
Michael J. Garcia, Assistant Secretary
at the USICE, the federal agency
plans to use the Wal-Mart settlement
,,as a model for future cases and
efforts in worksite enforcement." (Id,).
Given these realities, how then will
business practitioners advise their
clients on I-9 compliance in corporate
acquisitions? Is there a difference in
immigration law between stock and
asset acquisitions? Can existing L-1
employees remain in L-1 multination
al transferee status following an
acquisition?
W hat documentary
requirements attach to third country
nationals employed by foreign sub
sidiaries of the acquired company?
Can an acquiring client be liable for
the acquired company's prior immi
gration violations? These are compli
cated questions with answers that
often defy logic, and the most assured
way to mishandle and disservice a
corporate client is to advise on these
issues without an appropriate level of
expertise in the immigration-related
consequences of business activity.

Labor Law and the Hiring
and Retention of Essential
Personnel

Assisting a corporate client to acquire
and keep essential foreign national
personnel is an arduous task. The two
primary nonimmigrant (i.e., tempo
rary) categories for which these per
sonnel often qualify are the H-lB
category for professionals in specialty
occupations, and the L-1 category for
the intra-company transfer of multi
national managers and executives.
July/August 2006
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Too often, corporate management
labors under the assumption that
highly qualified foreign workers can
easily, quickly and inexpensively
obtain authorization from the U.S. Cit
izenship and Immigration Services
(hereinafter, "the USCIS"), to work
under one of these nonimmigrant cat
egories. This assumption is mi;,taken
for a number of reasons.
Foremost, as of October 1, 2003,
current law limits to 65,000 per fiscal
year (down from 195,000 over the pre
ceding three fiscal years), the number
of foreign nationals who may be
issued a visa or otherwise provided
H-lB status. This means that interna
tional demand for the limited supply
of H-lB's is extremely competitive,
causing the H-lB "cap" to be reached
very quickly, on a first-come/ first
serve basis for qualified employers
throughout the country. .H-lB peti
tions are accepted on or after April 1
of each fiscal year beginning October
1, which means that even if a corpo
rate client's H-lB petition is approved
by the USCIS quickly after an April 1
filing date, the foreign national work
er would not be permitted to begin
work for the company until October 1,
some six months later. Equally dis
turbing is the fact that some members
of Congress have introduced legisla
tion to limit the annual numerical
limit of L-1 visas as well (L-1 Nonim
migrant Reform Act, H.R. 3381, 109th
Cong. §2(d) (2005)).
Other obstacles to cursory retain
ment of key foreign personnel are
recently enacted amendments to the
INA that require U.S. employers to
pay a $500.00 "fraud prevention and
detection fee" for each new H or L
visa petition, and an additional
$1,500.00 "U.S. worker training fee"
for each new H-lB petition. These
corporate taxes may not affect larger
corporate clients with seemingly lim
itless human resource budgets, but
8
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may very well hinder the business
practitioner's entrepreneurial start
up and small business clientele from
recruiting and maintaining essential
workers.
Moreover, there are special immi
gration rules for visa applicants from
Muslim and Arab countries, as well as
for professionals who work in fields
that are considered sensitive to U.S.
national security or economic inter
ests, such as those listed on the State
Department's Technology Alert List.
Petitions for these individuals are
often subject to additional back
ground checks and additional con
comitant processing delays, providing
further hindrances to efficient human
resource operations in the recruitment
and retainment of essential personnel.

Employment-Based
Adjustments and the
Consequences of Divorce

Employment-based
immigration
often involves foreign nationals filing
adjustments of status for themselves
and their spouses, so that they each
can obtain lawful permanent residen
cy ("green card" status) in the United
States. Because non-employed spous
es qualify and derive their green card
status from the employment of their
working spouses, the immigration
consequences of a divorce can be
quite severe. This scenario carries
obvious implications for a divorce
attorney who is retained by the deriv
ative spouse prior to the USCIS's
approval of that spouse's derivative
adjustment of status application. As
many individuals are not made aware
of the conditionality clause on perma
nent residency, a foreign national
client may not disclose this fact to his
or her divorce attorney. Except in
some cases involving domestic abuse,
should the divorce be finalized prior
to the derivative spouse receiving his
or her green card, that spouse might

not qualify for permanent residence,
could begin accruing unlawful pres
ence and could be subject to removal
from the United States (Immigration
and Nationality Act §204(a)(l)(B)(ii),
(v), 8 U.S.C. §1154(a)(l)(B)(ii), (v), 8
C.F.R. §204.2(c), (e)). If at the time of
removal, the non-employed spouse
has accrued between six and twelve
months of unlawful presence, he or
she would be barred from re-entering
the United States for three years
(Immigration
and
Nationality
Act §212(a)(9)(B)(i)(I), 8 U.S.C.
§1182(a)(9)(B)(i)(I)) (or for ten years in
the case of twelve months or more of
unlawful presence [Immigration and
Nationality Act §212(a)(9)(B)(i)(II), 8
U.S.C. §212(a)(9)(B)(i)(II)]). There
fore, divorce attorneys should be sure
to inquire about their clients' immi
gration status and to seek assistance
from immigration counsel for those
clients who are in the United States
on temporary visas or who are apply
ing for permanent residence.

Dual Representation

For business practitioners them
selves, there is the professional and
ethical dilemma inherent to dual rep
resentation, a mainstay of immigra
tion practice.
In fact, "dual
representation is the most important
area of legal ethics for immigration
related practice." (Bruce A. Hake,
Dual Representation in Immigration
Practice in Ethics in a Brave New
World: Professional Responsibility, Per
sonal Account-ability, and Risk Manage
ment for Immigration Practitioners 28-35
(John L. Pinnix ed., 2004)). Outside of
I-9 compliance advice, there will
always be dual representation issues
in corporate immigration law. Busi
ness-based immigration matters are
situations inherently involving two or
more parties: the foreign national ben
eficiary and the U.S. employer peti
tioner.
As with any human

relationship, conflicts do sometimes
occur between the parties and it is
imperative for business practitioners
to know their responsibilities toward
each in the event of a conflict, which
can occur over a number of issues. An
employer's plans to lay off a co-client
or a co-client's expressed desire to
leave the employer are as common in
the practice of immigration law as
they are in the rest of life (Id.).
It can be expensive to ignore the
rules and ethics of dual representa
tion and this is a difficult lesson to
learn in the real world of law prac
tice. Recently, a prominent immigra
tion lawyer who advised a corporate
client about the mechanics and
immigration implications of firing
an adjustment of status applicant co
client agreed to pay $250,000.00 in
damages after initially denying that
the corporate client's employee was
his client as well (Id.). To avoid any
appearances of a conflict of interest
in immigration-related cases, all
practitioners must make clear to all
concerned parties that the case
involves dual representation and
what that means to each party.

wants to "dabble." In reality, the sub
ject list of corporate and employ
ment-b�sed immigration issues is far
more mountainous, inclusive of
occupational classifications, prevail
ing wages, and labor certifications;
permanent employment options for
professional, skilled and unskilled
workers; special rules for agricultur
al workers, physicians and nurses,
religious workers and immigrant
investors; alternative nonimmigrant
business visas such as E's, O's, P's, B1's, and TN's; changes of nonimmi
grant status; and asylum or
Temporary Protected Status for for
eign national workers fleeing perse
cution or natural disasters in their
home countries.
Without sufficient competency in
immigration law, a practitioner is
very likely to make mistakes, which
at the very least can unnecessarily
delay a corporate client's immigra-

tion goal and at the worst, can result
in serious damage to the livelihood
or safety of a foreign national co
client. Exercising due diligence by
becoming familiar with the basics of
immigration la.w is a good first step
toward effective representation and
the avoidance of bar complaints.
The second step comes through part
nership with the immigration bar.
Maryland practitioners will practice
due diligence and professional
integrity by heeding this advice and
thereby provide top-notch quality
legal services to their corporate
clients and growing their business
practices through the referrals that
can result.

Mr. Alexander may be reached at
jalexander@maggio-kattar.com and
Mr. Matthews may be reached at
smatthews@maggio-kattar.com.
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Conclusion

Rule 1.1 of the Maryland Lawyer's
Rules of Professional Conduct
requires a lawyer to provide compe
tent representation to a client, with
competence defined as possessing
the knowledge, skill, thoroughness
and preparation reasonably neces
sary for the representation. More
over, Rule 1.3 requires a lawyer to act
with reasonable diligence in the rep
resentation of a client. Maryland
attorneys would be wise to stay
abreast of any prospective immigra
tion consequences related to their
clients' particular legal issues. At the
same time, as we have briefly illus
trated, supra, immigration law is not
an area of practice in which one
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hat do the following U.S. citizens have in common:
Mario Andretti, I.M. Pei, Andy Grove, Billy Wilder,
Albert Einstein, Neil Young, Levia Strauss, Alex Trebek,
Henry Kissinger, Isaac Stern, Elizabeth Taylor, Andrew Carnegie,
William Shatner, Itzhak Perlman, Elie Wiesel, Sidney Poitier, John
Kenneth Galbraith, Mike Nichols, Yo-Yo Ma, Claus Oldenburg, Ann
Margaret, Zubin Mehta, Mikhail Baryshnikov, Michael J. Fox, Isabel
Allende, Bob Hope, Charles Atlas, Madeleine Albright, Irving Berlin,
Martina Navratilova, Sammy Sosa, and Liz Claiborne? Obviously,
they all have made great contributions to America. Less obviously,
they all were foreign-born.

Ms. Hammond is the principal in the Law Office of Denise C. Hammond, P.C. in North Potomac and Mr. Waxman is the
principal in the law office of Nathan A. Waxman, in New York City.
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In many ways, America has unwisely
turned a cold shoulder to immigrants
since September 11th. For instance, in
February 2006, the U.S.Department of
State shocked the worldwide scientific
community by not issuing a visa to
Goverdhan Mehta, president of the
International Council for Science, a
Paris-based organization representing
the national scientific academies of a
number of countries, who was invited
to lecture at an international confer
ence in Florida. Despite anti-immi
grant attitudes and the "culture of no"
that leads U.S. Citizenship and Immi
gration Services ("CIS") adjudicators
to err on the side of denying visa peti
tions, immigration law provides
streamlined pathways for exceptional
achievers to obtain lawful permanent
residence based on their original and
significant contributions and their
prospective benefit to the United
States. This article reviews those
pathways, illustrates how they have
been used in traditional and not so
traditional ways, discusses strategic
considerations, and cautions against
unduly blocking these streamlined
avenues to immigration in the name
of national security.

Backgrounder on Employ
ment-Based Immigration

Foreign nationals may be admitted to
the United States temporarily (e.g., on
a "B" visitor or an "F" student visa),
or they may enter to live permanently
as immigrants, in which case they are
known as "lawful permanent resi
dents" or green card holders. The
most common immigrant categories
are based on family relationships
(such as marriage to a U.S. citizen)
and employment. This articles focus
es on employment based immigration
for very high achievers, which may or
may not require a job offer.
12
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Urtder the Immigration and
Nationality Act of 1952, as amended,
no more than 140,000 work-related
immigrant visas can be issued in any
fiscal year. The process generally
entails three steps: (1) absent one of
the exemptions discussed below, the
employer must obtain a "PERM labor
certification" from th� US Department
of Labor ("DOL"), (2) the employer
(or, if eligible, the foreign national
beneficiary) must apply to the CIS on
Form I-140 for immigrant visa classifi
cation in one of several employment
based categories, known as 11EB
preference categories/' and (3) when a
visa number is available under our
annual visa quota system, the benefi
ciary must apply for the green card
through "adjustment of status" in the
United States or by consular process
ing overseas.
The PERM labor certification
process is onerous, time-consuming
and expensive, and bears no rational
relationship to real-world practice in
that it requires employers to adver
tise a "vacancyf' for which it has
already selected the worker it deems
most qualified, i.e., the alien, and to
prove the absence of qualified U.S.
workers. If the employer receives a
single application from a U.S. work
er meeting minimum qualifications
that are artificially dictated by the
DOL - even one far less qualified
than the alien __:_ the process must
come to an end, since the goal is not
to help the employer hire its selected
candidate, but rather to protect the
U.S. workforce.
However, in a refreshing expres
sion of sound public policy, U.S.
immigration law removes the
requirement of PERM, and, in some
cases, even a job offer, from the
employment-based
green
card
process for very high achievers.

"PERM-Exempt"
Employ
ment Based Immigration
Categories for the Best and
the Brightest

Each EB preference category has dif
ferent requirements and is allotted a
different number of immigrant visas
under the U.S. visa quota system, dis
cussed more below. The "EB-3" or
third preference category for profes
sionals with Bachelors degrees or less
er qualifications always requires a
PERM labor certification. However, as
discussed below, there are four immi
gration pathways that do not require
an approved PERM application.

(1) The EB-2 Category for
Advanced Degree and
Exceptional Ability Aliens,
and the National Interest
Waiver ("NIW")

The "EB-2" or second preference cate
gory is for (a) members of the profes
sions with advanced degrees and (b)
aliens of "exceptional ability" in the
sciences, arts or business. To qualify
as an alien of exceptional ability, the
beneficiary must show at least three of
the following: (i) a college degree in
the field, (ii) ten years of experience in
the field, (iii) a professional license,
(iv) a salary commensurate with
exceptional ability, (v) membership in
professional associations, (vi) recogni
tion for achievements and significant
contributions to the field, or, (vii) com
parable evidence. An immigrant visa
petition seeking second preference
classification must be accompanied by
an approved PERM application unless
the CIS finds that the "job offer"
requirement, and thus, labor certifica
tion, should be waived "in the nation
al interest" - hence the name
The
"national interest waiver."
Administrative Appeals Office of the
former Immigration and Naturaliza-

The LandAmerica Exchange Advantage
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York State Depart
ment of Transportation ("NYSDOT"), 22

guished experts in the field, and his

work of others, (v) original contribu

selection in critical capacities at the

tions of major significance in the field,

I & D Dec. 215 (Acting Assoc. Comm.

U.S. National Institutes of Health.

(vi) authorship of scholarly articles,

1998\ established the following three

Accordingly the CIS accepted that the

(vii) artistic exhibitions or showcases,

prong test to determine whether

beneficiary would have a greater

(viii) performance in a leading role in

waiver is in the national interest:

tion Service in New

impact in his field than a newcomer

distinguished organizations, (ix) a rel

The proposed employment

and approved the NIW application,

atively high salary, or, (x) commercial

will be in an area of substantial intrin

which allowed him to immigrate

success in the performing arts.

sic merit;

without slogging through the PERM

1.

2.

The proposed benefit will be

national in scope; and,

labor certification process.

The EB-1 category for persons of
Extraordinary

Ability

would

be

appropriate for the Italian biomedical
law allows simultaneous filings in

labor certification (i.e., that the nation

(2) The EB-1 Category for
"Priority Workers" - Persons
of Extraordinary Ability

al benefit offered outweighs the inher

The first employment-based prefer

executive producer of an internet

ent national interest in requiring

ence category, known as "EB-1" for

based interactive children's radio pro

PERM).

"priority workers/' is particularly

gram that streams educational and

attractive because it never requires an

entertainment content to millions of

3.

The national interest would

be adversely affected by requiring

Under a traditional application of

PERM

researcher described above (and the
several categories); for the host and

the NYSDOT standards, the authors

approved

application,

"tweens" a days; and for a chef who

obtained an national interest waiver

although it sets a high bar to approval.

has won a coveted Gold Medal in the

for an Italian biomedical researcher

This category is subdivided into clas

International Cooking Competition at

who discovered a new prevention and

sifications for (i) persons of "extraor

the International Olympics for Chefs,

cure for endothelial dysfunction,

dinary ability" in the sciences, arts,

held key positions at Michelin-rated

which contributes to cardiovascular

education, business or athletics, (ii)

restaurants and presented a recom

professors

disease. The beneficiary qualified in

outstanding

the EB-2 advanced degree category by

researchers, and (iii) multinationals

virtue of his medical degree. Since

executives or managers.

and

mendation letter from Charlie Trotter,
among other renown chefs.

in the United States, he was seeking

dinary Ability" requires proof of the

(3) The EB-1 Category for
Oustanding Researchers

employment in an area of "substantial

beneficiary's sustained national or

The second subdivision in the EB-1

intrinsic merit test."

cardiovascular disease is a major killer

An EB-1 petition based on "Extraor

Further, his

international acclaim and evidence

category, for outstanding researchers

research had and will continue to

that his or her achievements have

and

have national impact on the study of

been recognized through extensive

Researchers") requires proof that the

endothelial mechanisms, and, there

documentation.

No job offer is

beneficiary is recognized internation

fore, met the second prong of the

required, which means that PERM is

ally as outstanding in his or her field

national interest test.

not required and that the beneficiary

and has three years of teaching or

professors

("Outstanding

Finally the evidence showed that

can "self-petition/' but the beneficiary

research experience. He or she must

the beneficiary would unequivocally

n:iust seek entry to continue work in

be sponsored by an institution for a

serve the national interest to a sub

the field. The regulations require evi

tenure track teaching or comparable

stantially greater degree than would a

dence of a one-time achievement,

position at a university or a private

minimally qualified U.S. worker, This

such as the Nobel Prize, or documen

firm that employs other researchers.

was demonstrated by his proven track

tation of three of the following: (i) a

The regulation requires at least two

record of original and significant

lesser nationally or internationally

of the following: (i) receipt of major

research, his many publications in

recognized award, (ii) membership in

prizes or awards for outstanding

highly respected, peer-reviewed jour

an association in the field requiring

achievements, (ii) membership in an

nals, the numerous researchers that

outstanding achievement to join, (iii)

association that requires outstanding

have built on his work, the many rec

published material about the benefici

achievement, (iii) published material

ommendation letters from distin-

ary, (iv) participation as a judge of the

about the beneficiary's work, (iv) evi-
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dence of the beneficiary's participa
tion as a judge of the work of others,
(v) evidence of the beneficiary's orig
inal scientific research, or (iv) author
ship of scholarly books or articles in
the field.
These standards generally are easi
er standard to meet than the threshold
for the EB-1 Extraordinary Ability cat
egory, but still require extensive
scholarly publications and at least ten
recommendation letters from top
experts in the beneficiary's field, par
ticularly from persons who have not
worked with the beneficiary. This cat
egory is used for researchers in cut
ting-edge biomedical fields and in
less traditional academic pursuits in
both the public and private sector.
As an aside, the Outstanding
Researcher EB-1 classification is to be
distinguished from the PERM "spe
cial handling" procedures for college
or university teachers who do not
meet the rigorous Outstanding
Researcher standards. Instead of
showing that no minimally qualified
U.S. worker applied for the job - the
normal PERM standard - the college
or university in a special handling
case need only show that the alien
beneficiary is the best-qualified candi
date for the position.
There is a third subdivision in the
EB-1 category for multinational exec
utives and managers who have been
employed by a foreign company for at
least one year before transfer and who
seek to immigrate to work for a U.S.
parent, subsidiary, branch or affiliate
of the overseas company. This catego
ry facilitates foreign investment in the
United States, has strengthened the
U.S. economy and has created many
jobs for U.S. workers. It never
requires a PERM application, but
demands strict proof of past and
prospective employment in a mana-
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following: (i) internationally recog
nized prizes or awards for excellence
in the field, (ii) membership in inter
national associations reqmrmg
outstanding achievement, (iii) published material in professional publi
cations about the alien, (iv)
participation as a judge of the work
of others, (v) original significant sci
entific or scholarly research contri
butions, (vi) authorship of published
scientific or scholarly articles in
professional journals with interna
tional circulation, and (vii) the dis
play of work at artistic exhibitions in
more than one country. In practice,
"exceptional ability" petitions are
held to the same standard as those
based on Extraordinary Ability in
the EB-1 category and should
be supported by extensive, credible
documentation of the beneficiary's
prominence and significant contri
butions.

Tactical Considerations in
Assessing Client Eligibility
Choosing a Category

gerial or executive capacity. While
this category does not require proof of
the beneficiary's professional accom
plishments, it is mentioned here as a·
PERM-avoidance mechanism.

(4) Schedule A, Group II
for Persons of Exceptional
Ability
The final PERM-exempt immigrant
category for very high achievers
derives from Schedule A, Group II
("Schedule A"), of DOL regulations at
16 [ MARYLAND BAR JOURNAL [ July/August 2006

20 C.F.R. § 656.15, which is for aliens
of "exceptional ability" in the sciences
or arts (except the performing arts).
This regulation represents a blanket
determination that there are not suffi
cient qualified and available U.S.
workers for the occupation in ques
tion and that employment of a foreign
national will not adversely affect U.S.
workers. A Schedule A petition is
filed directly with the CIS and must
be supported by documentation that
the beneficiary has at least two of the

Clients seeking permanent residence
for themselves and their immediate
family members must weigh a num
ber of preliminary eligibility and
practical considerations in selecting
the category for acquiring perma
nent residence while avoiding the
burdensome PERM labor certifica
tion procedure.
At first glance, the four "PERM
avoidance" categories - (i) Extraor
dinary Ability, (ii) Outstanding
Researcher, and the two distinct
mechanisms involving exceptional
ability, (iii) NIW (national interest
waiver), and (iv) Schedule A involve vaguely defined and overlap
ping evaluative criteria. Moreover,
neither the statute nor the regulations
provide precise yardsticks for accu-

rately measuring and contrasting eli

that can be issued in any fiscal year.

ry' s country of visa chargeabilty -

gibility in the diversity of client sce

These are allocated by EB preference

usually the country of birth - is anoth

narios.

category. Further, the statutory mech

er factor in determining the EB cate

factors have emerged in the decade

anism establishing numerical alloca

gory of application.

and a half since the regulatory imple

tions for the respective immigrant

Nonetheless, a number of

The immigrant visa cap is particu

mentation of these four alternatives to

visa categories limits applicants from

larly important for nationals of the

pursuing employment-based perma

any one country to 7 percent of the

three leading EB source countries:

world total in the respective category.

India, China and the Philippines. As

· When the supply of visa numbers in a

both the EB-1 and EB-2 categories

nent residence.

Presence of a
Full-Time Job·Offer

particular
.

the

have been allocated 40,000 visas per

demand, the category is said to be

category

exceeds

year, no one nation can exceed 2800

Both the Outstanding Researcher

"current," and the beneficiary can

visas per year, a woefully inadequate

and Schedule A mechanisms require

apply for an immigrant visa simulta

number of applicants from India,

full-time

neously with the filing of the immi

China and the Philippines.

offers

of employment.

Additionally, while rarely a burden
on

universities,

both

grant visa petition.

Accordingly, prospective appli

categories

When the demand exceeds the sup

cants must weigh the respective

require proof of the sponsor's ability

ply; however, the category is "back

backlogs applicable to the first and

to pay the required wage. Moreover,

logged," and the beneficiary must

second preferences in developing an

the employer/ petitioner in Schedule

wait until his place in the visa waiting

action plan. Note that at the time of

A cases must offer the "prevailing

line allows him to apply for the visa.

writing (March 2006), visas in both

wage" applicable to conventional

Whether a particular category is cur

the first and second preference cate

PERM labor certification cases and

rent or backlogged for the beneficia

gories are available to nationals of all

post at the worksite, notice of the filing of a contemplated petition that
must include the proffered wage.
Neither the Extraordinary Ability
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nor the NIW mechanism requires a
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employment and the formal involve
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Ability and NIW categories especial
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employment
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self
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countries except India, China and the
Philippines, and nationals of these
countries face a lengthy wait due to a
visa backlog. Heavy demand in the
EB-2 preference category could result
in future retrogression for nationals of
all countries.

But All My Clients Are
Brilliant and Talented...

Just how exceptional or extraordinary
does a prospective applicant have to
be? A key threshold consideration in
applications for the best and the
brightest is delineating the field in
which sometimes dismayingly, eclec
tic polymaths seek to document their
superiority. It is incumbent upon all
applicants, particularly those whose
apparent eclecticism renders field def
inition challenging or those who have
of late "morphed" from nuclear
physics postdoctoral fellows to equity
analysts, to delineate with clarity
which field they allege their accom
plishments advance, or in which field
they claim superiority.
Strategically defining the area of
endeavor led to the success of a peti
tion for a specialist in "urban aes
thetics," an incipient field not
previously generally recognized.
Artful definition of the field also
allowed another beneficiary/ appli
cant to successfully document the
nexus between her prior doctoral
studies in audiology and her recent
international contribution to intra
corporate business communication.
A rule of thumb generally appro
priate to all categories is the time
honored adage "better to be a large
fish in a small pond." It is the rare
applicant who can show mastery of
such traditional, encompassing
fields as molecular biology or
nuclear physics. It is easier to suc
ceed in any of the aforementioned
18
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PERM-avoidance categories by
showing significant achievement in a
far more narrowly defined area.

ty represented by the NYSDOT deci
sion, many objectively, academically
undistinguished individuals have
successfully documented their sig
nificant contribution to the national
International or National interest. Ultimately, the key to suc
Does It Matter?
Success in the EB-1 Extraordinary cess in NIW is established by, in the
Ability category requires demonstra words of the NYSDOT precedent
tion of sustained international or decision,
the ability to serve the
national acclaim in the relevant field. national interest to a substantially
Thus, a federal court, in Matter of greater extent than the majority of
Buletini, 860 F. Supp. (E.D. Mich. [the beneficiary's] colleagues ... with
1994), reversed the Immigration Ser some degree of influence on the field
vice's denial of the Extraordinary as a wholeO" This relatively accessi
Ability self-petition of an Albanian ble standard has been met by a num
nephrologist, inter alia, because his ber of our clients who lack the
current employment had been as a distinguished academic background
mere dialysis technician. The undis typically encountered in the other
puted documentation of his prior three categories. For example,
service as the foremost nephrology because of the public interest in his
specialist in Albania, despite his lack continuing efforts, a mechanical
of recognition in America, or interna engineering graduate with average
tionally, proved sufficient to win the grades and no publications succeed
day. One of the authors in recent ed on administrative appeal in
years was successful in obtaining demonstrating his contribution to
permanent residence for Nepal's the reengineering of the gear mecha
leading Tibetan medical astrologer. nisms that control rudders on com
Although the petitioner had per mercial aircraft.
formed his services largely at the
Indian university founded by the Schedule A, Group II:
Dalai Lama in exile, his success was Special Considerations
in large part premised on his preemi While requiring a permanent, full
nence in Tibetan medical astrology in time offer of employment, payment of
the prevailing wage, and satisfaction
neighboring Nepal, his homeland.
of other PERM requirements, Sched
ule A is available to individuals pos
Unexceptional Academic
sessing merely one year of
Performance and/or
international recognition. This can be
Absence of Scholarly
a favorable factor for emerging figures
Publications
Most applicants in academia or in fields for which degrees are rou
research present scenarios rich in aca tinely granted, many of whom would
demic achievement and significant probably not meet the durational test
publishing history. High grades alone of recognition characteristic of the
are by no means sufficient to achieve other three categories. However, the
success in any of the PERM avoidance major impetus for the recent flurry of
categories. Nevertheless, in the Schedule A activity has been one of
authors' experience, and in spite of the (arguably few) positive features of
the ostensibly elevated bar to eligibili- the highly controversial Real ID Act
11 • ••

enacted in 2005, which earmarked a
one-time boon of 50,000 visas to
Schedule A applicants under our
annual visa quota system. There is no
current indication at the time of writ
ing that Congress intends to renew
this additional allocation of visas for
Schedule A.

Testimonial Documentation

Petitions in any of the aforementioned
categories typically are documented
by objective indicia of achievement,
such as awards, publications and tax
returns evidencing achievement.
However, almost invariably this type
of documentation is accompanied by
testimonial evidence in the form of
expert opinions or other written testi
mony offered by recognized authori
ties in the field.
Regrettably,

immig�ation adjudicators have fre
quently sought to discredit testimony
of colleagues, mentors, employers and
clients on the unfounded basis that
such affirmations are biased and
accordingly insufficient to establish
the stature of the intending immi
gra:i:t. Such statements are often dis
credited or
disregarded
and
dism;issed as "mere reference letters."
The Immigration Service's Admin
istrative Appeals Office ("AAO") has
frequently reversed·denials of peti
tions supported :by otherwise relevant
and probative testimony. · The above
referenced. NIW petition of the lead
gear design engineer at a major Boe
ing subcontractor was denied by the
CIS on the ba�is that Boeing's senior
official responsible for commercial
aircraft rudder design's testimony

was biased, despite his affirmation
that he did not know the applicant
personally.
Fortunately, the AAO had little dif
ficulty reversing the unfavorable dis
position, admonishing that testimony
from America's leading aircraft manu
facturer could not be discredited as
biased simply based on the fact that
the NIW beneficiary's employer was a
Boeing sub-contractor. Matter ofKaiser
Aerospace and Electronics Corp. (AAO
March 28 2003) (CSC), reprinted in 28
Immig. Rptr. B2-l. Because of the
CIS's preference for recommendation
letters from experts who have no affil
iation with the beneficiary, it some
times can be appropriate and fruitful
to approach top names in the field
who do not necessarily know the ben
eficiary, but who may be motivated to
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help because of a combination of the
merits of the work at hand and some
degree of empathy.
It would appear that immigration
adjudicators will in the future be
under greater pressure to apply the
customary common law standard of
proof applicable to civil judicial or
administrative proceedings - the pre
ponderance of the evidence or "more
likely than not" standard. This stan
dard recently was codified in the CIS
Adjudicator's Field Manual based on
an adopted" AAO decision holding
that undisputed, uncontroverted evi
dence must be accepted as sufficient if
II
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otherwise relevant and probative.
The impact of this precedential deci
sion on the representation of talented
individuals seeking the benefit of the
immigration pathways around labor
certification remains to be seen.

Conclusion

Successful representation of the best
and the brightest, particularly in less
traditional fields of endeavor, requires
careful consideration of specific regu
latory requirements and thoughtful,
strategic lawyering, particularly in an
increasingly demanding adjudicative
climate. The Washington Post recently

reported that approximately one third
of all immigrants arrive in the United
States with college degrees. Collec
tively, this is a gift" in free human
capital to the US economy estimated
to be in the order of $50 billion per
year. If they could be quantified, the
contributions of the world's highest
achievers surely would dwarf this
amount. The United States has bene
fited immensely from these immi
grants and will do so as long as we do
not resist the temptation to unduly
restrict in the name of national securi
ty, the healthy flow of immigration by
the "best and the brightest."
II
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The New Mexico Supreme Court even
recently held that criminal attorneys
had an affirmative requirement to
determine their clients' immigration
status before accepting a plea. State v.
Paredez, 101 P.3rd 799 (2004). These
cases demonstrate that defense coun
sel misunderstands or ignores the
immigration . consequences of a
client's crimes at great peril. In this
article for non-immigration practi
tioners, we will highlight some of the
most crucial aspects of the impact of
criminal convictions for non-citizens.
We will also briefly describe what lim
ited avenues of relief are available for
a non-citizen with a criminal history.

"But my defen�,e lawyer
said I wouldn't have any
problems ... "

Sadly, many foreign nationals face
crushing immigration penalties,
including removal and permanent
banishment from the U.S., for inno
cently believing a criminal attorney's
erroneous assurance that their plea
under an ameliorative statute would
not result in a conviction. What is a
conviction" for immigration purpos
es? Under 8 U.S.C. §110l(a)(48), all
that is needed is: i) a finding of guilt,
or alternatively a guilty or nolo con
tendere plea, or an admission of suffi
cient facts to warrant a finding of
guilt, and, ii) a judge's order imposing
some form of punishment, penalty or
restraint on liberty. Additionally, a
non-citizen may be found inadmissi
ble for commission of a crime or acts
"which constitute the essential ele
ments" of certain crimes. 8 U.S.C.
§1182(a)(2)(A)(i).
It is critical to ensure that any pre
trial plea does not admit any facts
which would render an individual
deportable or inadmissible.
For
example, a Maryland "probation
before judgment" is a conviction for
immigration purposes because it
11
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requires an admission of the underly
ing behavior. Conversely, placement
on the stet docket in Maryland gener
ally is not a conviction for immigra
tion purposes as it does not involve
the two definitional elements under 8
U.S.C. §110l(a)(48). Diversion pro
grams sometimes are great options
too - but only if they do not require an
admission of guilt and the imposition
upon liberty by a judge.
A few, other unfavorable criminal
court dispositions are not convictions,
for example an adjudication of delin
quency in juvenile court, See Matter of
Devison-Charles, 22 I&N Dec. 1362
(BIA, 2000). A conviction that is on
direct appeal is not final for immigra
tion purposes. Pino v. Landon, 349 U.S.
901 (1955); 8 C.F.R. §242(b).

Many crimes result in both inad
missibility and deportability. Some
crimes, including firearms offenses,
See Matter of Rainford, 20 I&N 598 (BIA
1992), domestic violence crimes, and
very importantly, aggravated felonies
(although many of these might trigger
inadmissibility on some other
ground, such as moral turpitude),
result in deportability, but not inad
missibility. Conversely, some crimes
can cause a person to be "inadmissi
ble" but not "deportable." These indi
viduals, even longtime lawful
permanent residents, may live here
but can never travel outside the U.S.
and then return. Examination of both
the potential admissibility and
deportability consequences of a
client's crime is essential.

"Whaddya mean, I'm an
aggravated felon'? But I'm
not like a murderer or
The immigration law contains something,,,"
You can come in but you
cannot !eave-Deportability
vs. lnad,nissibility.

grounds of "deportability" at 8 U.S.C.
§1227 and "inadmissibility" at 8
U.S.C. §1182. It may seem technical,
but for your clients it could mean the
difference between living in this or a
foreign country.
The grounds of
admissibility cover foreign nationals
seeking admission to the United
States. While this conjures up images
of airport customs lines or border traf
fic, it also includes people in the U.S.
applying for immigration benefits.
Importantly, it also includes many
lawful permanent resident green
card" holders with criminal convic
tions returning from abroad. 8 U.S.C.
§1101(a)(13)(C)(v). Crimes involving
moral turpitude and drug crimes are
common grounds of inadmissibility,
but there are several others at 8 U.S.C.
Someone
§1182(a)(2) et seq.
"deportable" under 8 U.S.C. §1182, by
contrast, has been admitted, but may
be removed for his or her proscribed
conduct.
II

U.S. immigration law classifies certain
kinds of criminal convictions as
"aggravated felonies." The term
aggravated felony" is defined at 8
U.S.C. §1101(a)(43). Some of the listed
offenses are intuitively "aggravated,"
such as murder, rape or sexual abuse
of a minor. Others are far less obvious.
For example, a "crime of violence," or
a "theft offense," for which the sen
tence imposed, whether or not served,
is one year or more, is classified as an
"aggravated felony." See 8 U.S.C.
§110l(a)(43)(F) and (G).
The aggravated felony definition
can cause even some minor offenders
ruinous lifetime consequences. A non
citizen convicted of an "aggravated
felony" at any time after admission is
8
U.S.C.
deportable.
See
§1227(a)(2)(A)(iii). Non-permanent
residents and conditional residents
convicted of aggravated felonies are
conclusively presumed to be
deportable, See 8 U.S.C. §1228(c), and
11

are subject to "expedited removal,"
meaning that they have no right to a
hearing before an Immigration Court.
8 U.S.C. §1228(b)(l)-(2). An aggravated
felony conviction can cause calamitous
consequences long after the commis
sion of the offense. An offense is classi
fied as an "aggravated felony" even if
the conviction occurred prior to enact
ment of the law that added the offense
to the II aggravated felony" list. See 8
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story. Assume your client has been
charged in a check kiting scheme, also
involving forged signatures.

Will her

eventual conviction be for a crime
"involving fraud or deceit," an aggra
vated felony, if the loss to the victim
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offense," for which the sentence, not
the amount of loss, controls the aggra
vated felony classification? Or, will the
conviction possibly be for both theft
and fraud for immigration purposes?

See, e.g. Soliman v. Gonzales, 419 F. 3d
276 (4th Cir., 2005)(analyzing whether
a conviction under a Virginia credit
card fraud statute is an aggravated
felony as a "theft" conviction). And
what if she is offered a chance to plea
to a charge "relating to" forgery? This,
too, is an aggravated felony under 8
U.S.C. §1101(a)(43)(R), if a one-year
sentence is imposed. Another example
- what constitutes "loss to the victim,"
for purposes of determining whether a
fraud conviction is an aggravated
felony? Should the lawyer assume the
restitution amount governs? Will the
recitation of facts that the attroney
makes pursuant to the plea matter?
Sometimes there also are issues with
the relationship of a state offense to the
F ederal definitions, or with "divisible
statutes," that should be explored.
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A prudent defense attorney should
provide a thorough analysis of such
questions, and all immigration-related
risks, to a defendant in advance of a
decision whether to accept a plea or go
to trial. Often, this will require the
defendant or defense attorney to
engage the services of an immigration
lawyer well-versed in the immigration
consequences of criminal convictions.
These are complicated issues, and an
unresearched "off-the-cuff" response
by a well-meaning immigration attor
ney may result in the wrong advice.
Bear in mind, too, that avoiding an
aggravated felony conviction, while
critically important, often is not the
only goal. Avoiding inadmissibility
and deportability under other grounds
is often just as important, as waivers of
these grounds often are unavailable. A
defendant must weigh all these conse
quences carefully while considering
whether to accept a plea offer.

"Gotta Get Out of

This Place"-· Mandatory

Detention

With few exceptions, many foreign
nationals inadmissible or deportable
for criminal reasons are subject to
mandatory detention during removal
proceedings, or pending removal
upon release from criminal custody. 8
U.S.C. §1226(c)(l). Aggravated felons
who never were lawfully admitted to
the United States are subject to
mandatory detention, as are any
aggravated felons and many other
convicted non-citizens if they were
released from criminal custody after
October 8, 1998. See Matter of Adeniji,
22 I&N Dec. 1102 (BIA, 1999). There is
a 90-day "removal period" during
which time a person found subject to
removal should be removed. 8 U.S.C.
§1231(a)(l)(A). If an inadmissible or
deportable person cannot be
removed, a review of continued cus
tody after a reasonable time is
26
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required. See Zadvydas v. Davis, 533
U.S. 678 (2001); Clark v. Martinez, 543
U.S. 371 (2005).

"There's Got to Be a Way to
Get Around This, Right?" ...
Waivers of Inadmissibility
and Relief from Removal

If a foreign national is inadmissible or
deportable on criminal grounds, an
immigration practitioner must deter
mine whether any of the very limited
forgiveness provisions in the immi
gration laws will be available. In
some cases, consultation with immi
gration counsel before a criminal plea
might help ensure eligibility for a
waiver or for relief.
The criminal inadmissibility waiver
for would-be permanent residents is
found at 8 U.S.C. §1182(h). This dis
cretionary waiver waives inadmissi
bility for one or more crime involving
moral turpitude, or simple possession
of 30 grams or less of marijuana. It
requires a showing that the appli
cant's bar to admission would result
in "extreme hardship" to a U.S. citizen
or permanent resident spouse, child
or parent. 8 U.S.C. §1182(h)(l)(B). By
contrast, no qualifying relative is
required if the conviction is more than
fifteen years old, so long as the appli
cant is not a danger to the community
and has been rehabilitated. Impor
tantly, this waiver is unavailable to
persons previously admitted as law
ful permanent residents if they were
convicted of aggravated felonies, or if
they cannot establish at least seven
years continuous residence immedi
ately preceding initiation of removal
proceedings. 8 U.S.C. § 1182(h). This
waiver may be sought in connection
with an application for an immigrant
visa overseas or to adjust" status to
lawful permanent residence in this
countr� if otherwise eligible.
Many individuals, even those
deported and permanently inadmissiII

ble, may re-enter the United States
temporarily as a "nonimmigrant" by
obtaining a discretionary waiver
under U.S.C. § 1182(d)(3). Adjudica
tion involves both the Department of
State and the Department of Home
land Security, under a flexible three
part standard: the risk of harm to
society if the applicant is admitted, the
seriousness of the applicant's immi
gration or criminal law violation, and
the nature of the applicant's reasons
for wishing to enter the U.S. Matter of
Hranka, 16 I&N 491 (BIA 1978).
If a foreign national is in removal
proceedings for criminal reasons, or is
deportable and risks placement in
proceedings, there are limited defens
es. Sometimes, simply applying for
"adjustment of status" under 8 U.S.C.
§1255(a) to permanent residency
("green card" status) is a defense. If
the foreign national is "deportable"
but not removable, and has truthfully
disclosed all criminal and other
potentially adverse factors, the Citi
zenship and Immigration Services or
an Immigration Judge's discretionary
decision to grant adjustment, is itself a
form of waiver. In order to apply for
an adjustment of status, an individual
must have a basis upon which to do
so (usually an approved family or
employment-based petition with an
immediately available immigrant visa
or asylee status). If the individual is
inadmissible, he or she also must
apply for a waiver under 8 U.S.C.
§1182(h). Adjustment of status is
sometimes available to individuals
who already were admitted as perma
nent residents, so long as they have a
current available basis to reapply for
their "green" cards. Matter of Gabryel
sky, 20 I&N Dec. 720, n.2 (BIA 1993).
Another important discretionary
defense for permanent residents is
"cancellation of removal" under 8
U.S.C. §1229b(a). Cancellation of
removal allows certain permanent

residents who have not committed an
aggravated felony to retain their green
cards if they have resided continuous
ly in the United States for seven years
after having been admitted in any sta
tus, and have been permanent resi
dents for at least five years. This
waiver has significant statutory limi
tations and "stop time" rules that con
strict its availability. The prior version
of this law, a broader discretionary
waiver under 8 U.S.C. §1182(c), was
repealed in 1996, but is still available
to certain permanent residents whose
guilty pleas predated the change in
law. INS v. St. Cyr, 533 U.S. 289 (2001).
If your client is an aggravated felon,
defending against removal is extreme
ly limited. Asylum and cancellation of
removal are precluded, as are waivers
under 8 U.S.C. §1182(h) for many per
manent residents. Often, the only
available relief from deportation for
an aggravated felon is the withhold
ing of removal for those sentenced to
less than five years imprisonment, or
deferral of removal under the Con
vention Against Torture (CAT). CAT
relief requires that the applicant
demonstrate that it is more likely than
not that removal to the home country
would result in torture under the aegis
of that government. Clearly, this stan
dard is very high. If your client may
face torture or persecution if removed,
contact immigration counsel who has
experience with asylum and CAT
claims and who can evaluate these
possible claims for relief.
In all of these applications, truth is
essential, both for the exercise of discre
tion and to avoid later charges of immi
gration fraud, another inadmissibility
ground for which waivers are very dif
ficult to get. Prior lies also may be
detected during citizenship interviews
years later which could result not only
in denial of citizenship but also in ter
mination of permanent residency and
removal from the United States.

"Make it Go Away... "
Post-conviction relief

What if your client already has a crim
inal conviction causing admissibility
or deportability for which there may
be no waiver available? In some cases,
post-conviction relief in criminal
court can help. However, in many
cases, it cannot.
By statute, a full and unconditional
Presidential or gubernatorial pardon
is effective to eliminate the immigra
tion consequences of a criminal convic
tion. See 8 U.S.C. §1227(a)(2)(A)(v). If
your client is unable to secure this ulti
mate act of executive grace; however,
there still may be hope - but take great
care. A post-conviction remedy that
does not cure a procedural or substan
tive defect in the underlying criminal
proceedings, such as one explicitly
designed to undo the immigration con
sequences of the criminal conviction, or
a rehabilitative statute that purports to
vacate or otherwise "erase all evi
dence" of the crime in order to reward
good behavior, is ineffective for the
purpose intended. See Matter of Roldan,
22 I&N Dec. 512 (BIA, 1999); Matter of
Pickering, 23 I&N Dec. 621 (BIA, 2003).
By contrast, a post-conviction remedy
for a defect in the underlying proceed
ings generally is considered valid. See
Matter of Rodriguez-Ruiz, 22 I&N Dec.
1378 (BIA, 2000) (conviction vacated
under New York nonrehabilitative
statute); Matter ofAdamiak, 23 I&N Dec.
878 (BIA, February 8, 2006) (conviction
vacated for failure to advise defendant
of possible immigration consequences
to guilty plea as required under Ohio
law). Criminal attorneys should clear
ly state in their pleadings the underly
ing substantive or procedural defect
any post-conviction relief is designed
to remedy, in order to avoid a protract
ed battle in Immigration Court for their
client if a conviction is vacated.
A nunc pro tune reduction of sen
tence may also be vital post-convic-

tion relief. Many crimes are classifiable
as aggravated felonies if the term of
imprisonment imposed is one year or
more. Unlike post-conviction orders
that vacate, expunge or otherwise try
to make a conviction not a conviction,
sentence reduction is permissible for
any reason whatsoever, even explicitly
to avoid harsh immigration conse
quences. Matter of Cota-Vargas, 23 I&N
Dec. 849 (BIA 2005); Matter of Song, 23
I&N Dec. 123 (BIA, 2001).

Conclusion - Proceed with
Extreme Caution

As a practitioner, it is critical that you
do not misadvise or fail to consider the
criminal history of your client before
advising him or her on how to proceed
with a criminal charge. Federal court
review of immigration proceedings for
those convicted of crimes is extremely
limited too, so criminal court may be
the only means to avoid removal and
permanent exile. When doing an
intake, ask your client about his or her
immigration status. Criminal attor
neys can easily overlook the foreign
citizenship of someone who has been
raised and educated in the United
States. Get a complete criminal history
from your client, as multiple convic
tions may be disastrous. The law in
this area is rapidly developing, and
there are arguments to counter some of
the more restrictive interpretations set
forth here. Also, there are some more
generous provisions related to battered
spouses and children, and asylees.
Nonetheless, this area of law is com
plex, and potentially calamitous. It is
critically important to work closely
with a knowledgeable immigration
attorney to fashion your plea or pro
ceed with your trial.

Ms. Brown may be contacted at
abrown@maggio-kattar.com. Mr.
Shmueli may be reached at mark@mark
shmueli.com.
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mployers should carefully select and train personnel
involved with compliance aspects of recruitment,
hiring and human resources. These representatives
should have a sound understanding of the nuances of
IRCA, including both employment eligibility verification
requirements and discrimination prohibitions. An effective
IRCA compliance program will help minimize employer
sanctions and liability for impermissible discrimination.
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VISA
tic.A

Although worksite enforcement cur
rently has a relatively low priority rel
ative to other Department of
Homeland Security enforcement pro
grams, this will change if certain
immigration reform proposals being
considered by Congress become law.
Employers should also recognize that
their ability to successfully engage in
international
commerce,
train
employees in the United States for
foreign operations and hire and retain
talented foreign employees for U.S.
operations requires short and long
term planning, often with the assis
tance of immigration counsel, to com
ply with U.S. visa requirements.

Immigration Law Tips
for Businesses
Employers Must Verif!I the Employ
meut Eligibility ofA.ll Employees
Most employers are aware that they
may not knowingly hire or continue to
employ persons not authorized to
work in the United States. Such
unlawful employment is prohibited by
the Immigration Reform and Control
Act of 1986 (IRCA). 8 U.S.C. § 1324a.
However, many are not aware that
they must verify the employment eli
gibility of every person hired, whether
a U.S. citizen or alien.
IRCA requires that on the date of
hire every employee must complete,
date and sign Section 1 of Form I-9,
including name, address, date of birth
and Social Security number, and indi
cating whether a citizen, a lawful per
manent resident or an alien with time
limited employment authorization,
and the expiration of such authoriza
tion. Within three business days of
the date of hire, the employee must
present the necessary documents to
verify employment eligibility. The
employer's representative must
assure that the documents are on the
list of acceptable documents, review
30
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the documents to assure they are gen
uine and consistent with other infor
matio'n on the employee, list the
relevant information on Section 2 of
Form I-9, sign and date.
The attachment of copies of the doc
ument(s) presented does not relieve the
employer from its responsibility for
completing Section 2 of Form I-9.
While employers are not required to
attach copies of the documents present
ed, such copies may be helpful later to
demonstrate IRCA compliance and
conduct internal audits. Employers
should establish a consistent policy
that applies to all employees.
[1ulepe11de11t Co11trnctors
and JRCA Verificatio11
Employers are not required to verify
the employment eligibility of per
sons defined as "independent con
tractors." IRCA regulations list
several factors considered in deter
mining whether an employee is an
independent contractor, including:
whether the individual or entity sup
plies the tools or materials; makes
services available to the general pub
lic; works for a number of clients at
the same time; has an opportunity
for profit or loss as a result of labor or
services performed; invests in the
facilities for work; directs the order
or sequence in which the work is to
done and determines the hours dur
ing which the work is to be done. 8
C.F.R. § 274a.1(j). While these factors
are similar to those used by the Inter
nal Revenue Service, determinations
that workers are self-employed for
income tax purposes are not binding
for IRCA compliance purposes.
IRCA prohibits employers from
contracting to obtain labor or servic
es of an alien in the United States,
knowing that the alien is an unau
thorized alien. 8 C.F.R. § 274a.5.
This prevents employers from farm
ing out functions normally handled

by employees to avoid responsibility
for I-9 verification. Employers may
and should contract to impose upon
an independent contractor the duty
to meet IRCA requirements and
require indemnification for any fines
or legal fees incurred because the
independent contractor's employees
are not authorized to work in the
United States.
Co11structive Kuoiuledge Standards
The regulations implementing IRCA
state that "knowing includes not only
actual knowledge but also knowledge
which may be fairly inferred through
notice of certain facts and circum
stances which would lead a person,
through the exercise of reasonable
care, to know about a certain condi
tions." 8 C.F.R. § 274a.1(1). Construc
tive knowledge includes situations
where an employer fails to complete
Form I-9, has information available to
it that would indicate the alien is not
authorized to work, or acts with wan
ton and reckless disregard by using
the artifice of an independent contrac
tor relationship to introduce an unau
thorized alien into its workforce.
Audits a11d Smtciio.11s
U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE), part of the
Department of Homeland Security,
enforces IRCA compliance. ICE is
required to give employers three
days' notice of its intention to audit
verification records. Because the
employer may waive such notice, ICE
may show up without notice, suggest
an immediate inspection and request
to interview employees. Employers
should decline and contact their attor
ney immediately. Agreeing to an
impromptu audit may severely com
prise an employer's ability to defend
itself against sanctions. Employer
sanctions can extend beyond the cor
porate entity to the individual(s)

responsible for hiring and employ
ment verification.
Failure to complete a Form I-9 cor
rectly can result in civil penalties of
up to $1,100 being assessed for each
paperwork violation. Employers who
knowingly hire or continue to employ
unauthorized aliens, or commit docu
ment fraud by falsely completing
Form I-9s or knowingly accepting
counterfeit documents, are subject to
civil penalties for up to $2,200 per
unauthorized worker for a first
offense. Repeat offenders can be
liable for civil penalties up to $10,000
per unauthorized worker. A pattern
or practice of knowingly employing
unauthorized employees can result in
a criminal penalty of up to $3,000 per
unauthorized worker, in addition to
civil penalties, plus six months
imprisonment for the entire offense.
The penalties assessed by ICE depend
upon several factors, including the
size and good faith of the employer,
the seriousness of the violation and
any history of violations.
il11ti-Discrimim1tio11 Provisions
Penalize Overzealous 1 RCA
Et�forcentellt
When the employment eligibility verifi
cation requirements were first institut
ed in 1986, Congress was concerned
that some employers would use I-9
procedures as a pretext for impermissi
ble discrimination, or would be
overzealous in challenging applicants
who appeared "foreign." To prevent
such abuse, the IRCA legislation com
bined employer verification and sanc
tions
provisions
with
anti
discrimination protections for appli
cants and employees. 8 U.S.C. § 1324b.
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, enforced by the Equal Employ
ment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC), prohibits discrimination in
hiring based upon national origin and
applies to employers with more than

15 employees. IRCA's anti-discrimi
nation provisions apply to all
emplQyers with more than three
employees. Thus, employers with
between four and 14 employees are
subject to the jurisdiction of the
Department of Justice's Office of Spe
cial Counsel (OSC) for discrimination
violations based on national origin.
IRCA not only increased the num
ber of employers subject to anti-dis
crimination provisions, it broadened
the scope of the provisions. IRCA
also prohibits discrimination on the
basis of citizenship status. These pro
visions apply to U.S. citizens and cer
tain "protected" aliens authorized to
work in the United States. Individu
als not protected from citizenship sta
tus discrimination by IRCA include
illegal aliens, nonimmigrants (tempo
rary visa holders) and lawful perma
nent residents (a/k/ a "green card"
holders) who do not apply to become
naturalized citizens within six
months of becoming eligible. Poten
tial violations include using "citizen
only" or "green card only" policies in
recruiting, hiring and discharging,
when not otherwise required by a
government law, regulation or execu
tive order (for example, security clear
ance conditions). Another violation
would be dismissing U.S. citizens in
favor of undocumented aliens.
Because IRCA requires a demon
stration of knowing and intentional
discrimination by the employer, a
more difficult standard than the dis
parate impact standard applied under
Title VII for national origin discrimi
nation, the EEOC tends to be the pri
mary enforcement agency for most
discrimination violations. However,
this standard is more easily met in the
areas of "document abuse," which
occurs when an employer requires
specific or additional documentation,
or refuses to accept facially valid doc
umentation, during the I-9 process.

Discriminatory intent is established if
an employer engages in document
abuse for only noncitizens applicants
and employees, as IRCA requires
employers to accept for verification
purposes any facially valid document
listed on the I-9 form. The employee
gets to choose, not the employer.
When the employer engages in a
pattern and practice of document
abuse, penalties can be assessed for
every employee subject to document
abuse, even if those employees who
did not file discrimination charges. In
addition, all aliens with employment
authorization, not just the "protected"
aliens listed above, are entitled to pro
tection from document abuse. The
penalties for impermissible discrimi
nation may be more severe than the
sanctions for employment of unau
thorized aliens.
Temporary vs. Permanent Visas
When prospective employees are not
authorized for employment in the
United States, employers commonly
ask their attorneys for assistance in
obtaining a "green card" or "citizen
ship." However, the prospective
employee most likely requires a tem
porary visa with employment author
ization instead of a green card.
U.S. visas may be either nonimmi
grant (a/k/a temporary) or immigrant
(a/k/a lawful permanent residence or
a "green card"). Nonimmigrants are
granted entry for a temporary period
and their activities are limited by the
applicable visa category. Immigrants
are allowed to remain in the United
States permanently and engage in any
However,
lawful employment.
because temporary visas have fewer
numerical limitations and admissibility
restrictions, and are adjudicated more
quickly by U.S. Citizenship and Immi
gration Services (USCIS), most aliens
will begin work in the United States in
a nonimmigrant visa category.
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Visas for Foreign Business Visitors
Most aliens who come to the United
States enter as nonimmigrant visitors
in the B visa category, either for busi
ness (B-1) or pleasure (B-2), and do
not require employment authoriza
tion. Such foreign visitors must
obtain a visa from a consular post of a
U.S. Embassy abroad, operated by the
Department of State (DOS), before
coming to the United States. Databas
es are used to screen visa applicants
for any grounds of inadmissibility,
including criminal, terrorist and pub
lic health grounds. Personal inter
views are typically required and
applicants must demonstrate their
qualifications for the visa category.
To qualify for a B visa, the applicant
must evidence (i) an intention to
depart at the expiration of the author
ized period of admission, (ii) an inten
tion to maintain a foreign residence
during the U.S. visit, (iii) adequate
financial arrangements for the pur
pose of the trip and (iv) an intention
to engage in permissible activities.
Business visitors are not allowed to
engage in productive employment in
the United States. Rather, their activi
ties should further international com
merce or business, the primary benefit
of their U.S. activities must accrue to a
foreign person or entity, and they
must remain on a foreign payroll.
One example of a permissible busi
ness visitor would be an employee of
a foreign affiliate or customer, who
receives training in the United States
in order to increase productivity at his
or her foreign employer.
The Foreign Affairs Manual, used
by consular officers, gives several
examples of permissible activities and
should be consulted prior to applying
for a B visa at a U.S. Embassy. The
adjudication of B visa applications
can be arbitrary and inconsistent,
given that junior consular officers
generally conduct the visa interview
32
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and prefer to err on the side of cau
tion. This is particularly true in coun
tries whose citizens have high rates of
fraudulent applications, or visa viola
tions and overstays subsequent to
entry to the United States. Appropri
ate preparation for such interviews is
crucial, as denials can delay or pre
vent an important business visit and
are difficult to overcome.
Visa l;\!aivcr Program fiJr Certaill
Foreig11 Business Visitors
Fortunately, business visitors from 27
countries may enter the United States
for up to 90 days without a visa. These
Visa Waiver Program (VWP) countries
qualify by offering reciprocal privileges
to U.S. citizens and having a low non
immigrant refusal rate. All VWP
entrants arriving by air must have a
nontransferable round-trip ticket, valid
for at least one year and not for travel
terminating in Canada, Mexico or the
Caribbean islands, unless normally res
ident there. Arrivals by land must be
prepared to show that they have suffi
cient funds to pay for the visit to the
United States and trip home.
B ecause no background checks are
done on VWP travelers prior to their
departure for the United States, only
the U.S. Customs and Border Protec
tion (CBP) inspectors at the port of
entry have an opportunity to identify
inadmissible aliens. CBP receives a
passenger manifest from the airline
prior to arrival and checks it against
security databases.
Immigration
inspectors observe and question
arriving visitors, examine passports
and documents and run further
checks on computerized databases.
All visa waiver entrants must present
a machine-readable passport and, if
issued after October 26, 2005, the
passport must also be tamper-resist
ant and incorporate biometric and
authentication identifiers. After Octo
ber 26, 2006, new passports by the

VWP countries must be e-Passports,
which include an integrated comput
er chip capable of storing biographic
and biometric information.
While VWP entrants avoid the
process of applying for a visa at a con
sular post, certain restrictions should
be noted. Except for emergency rea
sons, they may not extend their stay in
the United States beyond 90 days and
they may not file to change to another
visa status (such as one permitting U.S.
employment). In addition, a VWP
alien becomes deportable, without
judicial recourse, if he or she violates
the terms of admission.
Misreprese11tntio11 May Lead to
Inadmissibility or Deportatiou
The worst advice that foreign visitors
receive often comes from business
associates who claim to be seasoned
international travelers. For example,
the business visitor may be advised to
indicate that the purpose of entry is for
vacation, ostensibly to avoid difficult
questions about the legitimate business
purpose of the business visit. Such a
misrepresentation can have devastat
ing consequences. While applying for
entry at the border, visitors are not
present in the United States and are not
entitled to Fourth Amendment search
and seizure protections. CBP immigra
tion inspectors may examine all items
in the possession of the applicant for
entry. If documents in the visitor's
briefcase contradict the alien's state
ments to the immigration inspector,
entry may be denied. Worse yet, the
foreign visitor may be barred from
future entries to the United States.
Most Temporary Visas wilh Employ11u'11i Authorization Require Sponsor
ship by the I:,mployer
Aliens generally obtain employment
authorization pursuant to a petition
filed by an employer on their behalf
with USCIS. While there are dozens

of nonimmigrant visa categories, the
most common employment-based
category is for temporary workers
(H), including sub categories for pro
fessionals (H-lB), agricultural work
ers (H-2A) and seasonal workers
(H-2B). For employers with interna
tional affiliates, the intracompany
transferee category (L) provides a
valuable option for those employed
with the foreign affiliate for at least
one year in a managerial or executive
role (L-lA) or with specialized skills
(L-lB). For companies majority
owned by foreign citizens from one of
the countries with treaties of com
merce with the United States, the E
visa category applies to citizens of
those countries coming to the United
States in executive or managerial
roles, or with specialized skills.
Demand has exceeded supply for
the H-lB and H-2B categories for the
past few years. Absent legislation

raising the visa allocation for these
categories, shortages are almost cer
tain £qr the next fiscal year, beginning
October 1, 2006. Thus, unless an
employer has a foreign affiliate or
parent, qualifies for the L or E visa
categories, and can fulfill its needs
from employees within its foreign
organization, it should plan well in
advance for any hiring needs involv
ing foreign employees.
c111ploy117c11t [ligibility of Foreis11
Cmd11ules ofH.S. Colleges

Recent foreign graduates of U.S. col
leges and universities may typically
begin employment without prior
USCIS approval of a petition filed by
the employer. Foreign students are
eligible to apply for a one-year period
of optional practical training (OPT),
beginning within two months of
graduation, through their foreign stu
dent advisors. A petition may subse-

quently be filed with USCIS to change
the new employee's visa status from
student (F-1) to temporary worker in
a specialty occupation (H-lB) if the
employer wishes to continue employ
ment beyond one year.
Until the shortage of H-lB visas,
this "trial period" was a significant
benefit for employers and foreign stu
dents, because the employer did not
need to commit to sponsorship imme
diately and the recent graduate could
switch employers during the first year
without sponsorship.
However,
depending on the expiration date of
the student's OPT and the demand for
H-lB visas, the H-lB visa process may
now begin before employment com
mences or shortly thereafter.

Mr. Suelau may be reached at
hsuelau@milesstockbridge.com.
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Non-immigrants are in the United
States as visitors (B), treaty traders or
investors (E), students (F), special
ized, professional or temporary work
ers (H), intra-company transferees
(L), exchange visitors (J), finance(e)s
(K), extraordinary ability workers (0
and P) or religious workers (R). This
article will not address embassy
employees (A), crewmen (C or D) and
other categories one is unlikely to
encounter frequently. This article will
also not address the timing considera
tions which may arise in determining
residency for federal tax purposes,
quite separate from immigration
related permanent residency.

Business Visitors
and Tourists

The business visitor (B-1) or tourist
(B-2) usually does not present a com
plex timing issue. If the person was
granted entry pursuant to a visa
waiver, departure prior to the ninety
day expiry is mandatory, absent a real
emergency. There is no set time a per
son eligible for a visa waiver must
remain outside the United States
before a new ninety-day period may
commence. However, a weekend in
Paris or Montreal at the 89th day is
likely to invite scrutiny at the border
upon a quick return.
For those who entered the United
States pursuant to a consular-issued B
visa, extensions are possible. An
extension of stay application should
generally be submitted fifteen to thir
ty days prior to the date stamped on
the I-94, which was issued at the bor
der at time of entry. Note that this
lead time is shorter than that suggest
ed by the Citizenship and Immigra
tion Service (CIS) itself. However, so
long as a complete application is
received by the CIS on or before the
expiration date, non-immigrant status
36
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is preserved, pending a decision on
the extension application.

Treaty Traders and Investors

Although these "E" visas �ay be
renewed indefinitely, so long as the
trade or investment continues, some
confusing timing issues can arise.
Generally, if the original application is
made at a consulate, reciprocity will
prevail and the visa longevity will be
determined by the alien's nationality.
Thus E visas are granted for periods
of two to five years. However, when
the non-citizen enters the United
States on a visa with less than two
years remaining, the permission to
stay, the I-94, will be granted for two
years, regardless. It is not recom
mended that one attempt to enter the
United States on an expired visa, even
when the previously granted "per
mission to stay" overlaps. When an
alien leaves the United States, the I-94
is lifted and has no legal effect.
Similarly, some non-citizens gain E
status in the United States through a
change of status application with the
CIS. In this case the status is generally
granted in two-year increments,
requiring repeated reapplications.
Particularly with E visas, the con
sular application should be made well
in advance. Each consulate has its
own appointment procedure, most
easily checked via the internet.

Students

After admission to a school in the
United States, and the foreign student
advisor (FSA) preparation of the I-20,
substantial delay may be incurred
with our consular post in the non-citi
zen' s home country. But once in the
United States, timing issues are few.
Many students seek optional practical
training, a continuation of student
status for a year after graduation.

Most FSAs are well aware of the three
months the CIS requires to process
an Employment Authorization Docu
ment, and apply for the training and
employment extension in a timely
fashion. Students not seeking practi
cal training are granted thirty days
after graduation to wrap up their
affairs and tour the country.

Specialized and
Temporary Workers

Specialized worker or professional
visas, H-lB, are generally granted for
three years. Congress has capped
these visas at 66,000 annually, with
6,800 set aside for Chile and Singa
pore; unused visas for those countries
roll over to the next fiscal year. The
high demand for H-lB visas has led to
the quota being consumed prior to the
fiscal year even beginning. That is,
for the present fiscal year, beginning
on October 1, 2005, the H-lB quota
was consumed in early August. Any
one seeking H-lB status after the
summer of 2005 cannot achieve it
before October 1, 2006, the com
mencement of the 2007 fiscal year.
This, naturally, has led many
employer petitioners to begin the
process as early as possible. Neither a
Labor Condition Application nor the
H-lB application itself can be submit
ted more than six months prior to the
intended employment. Further com
plicating this is the Labor Condition
Application ten day posting require
ment, which must commence on, or
no more than thirty days before, the
date of LCA filing. All of the forego
ing leads to a flurry of calendar count
ing and petition filing around the first
of April.
Timing is also a consideration at the
conclusion of the nominal six years of
H-lB eligibility. The six-year clock
may be restarted by a one-year stay

outside the United States, usually

be submitted earlier than four months

consulate in the beneficiary's home

impractical.

prior

to the intended employment.

country, they are generally aware that

may be extended in one-year incre

This points to the ideal filing dates of

the marriage must occur within nine

ments, so long as permanent labor

June 1 and December 1. But the calcu

ty days of arrival in the United States.

certification or permanent residency

lus is not that simple.

papers are pending. The key is that

Department of Labor and the CIS

the process must have been imple

interpret the temporariness (seasonal

However, H-lB status

Both the

Visa Renewal and Perma
nent Residency Petitions

mented (usually by the filing of an

ity or peak load, oversimplifying) of

Often the non-immigrant is working,

application for permanent labor certi

the intended employment strictly. If

waiting or wading (depending upon

fication) at least 365 days prior to the

your client's peak load begins on Jan

your point of view) through the

end of the six years of Hl-B status.

uary 15, the application could not be

employment labor certification or

Because of delays in the preference

made before September 15; but by

family-based preference process. If a

and permanent resident process, the

then it is likely the first half quota will

non-immigrant visa renewal abroad is

Hl-B visa holder may need to apply

have been consumed. In this fiscal

in the alien's plans, one should con

for several one-year extensions.

year, the first half quota was con

sider delaying the filing of the prefer

sumed in December. Note that the

ence petition until after reentry, as to

"current cap count" may be found at:

avoid ticking another box on the non

www.uscis.gov/graphics/services/te

immigrant's visa application likely to

T iming of Extension
Petitions

As with B (and other) extension
requests, the non-citizen does not lose

generate questions at the renewal

mpbenefits/cap.htm

interview. Whether this delay is war

status so long as the extension appli

Exchange Visitors

cation is received by the CIS prior

Many J visa holders have a two-year

to

ranted is often determined by check
ing

over-subscription

of

the

the expiry of the current permission

home country presence requirement.

permanent resident visa category in

to stay. However, many Hl-B (and
other) visa holders will need to travel

This Congressionally-mandated anti

the monthly Visa Bulletin, which may

brain drain requirement often pre

be found at: (www.travel.state.gov/

outside the United States around the

vents exchange visitors from seeking

visa/frvi/bulletin/bulletin_1360.html).

Thus, in most

follow-on employment. Waivers of

cases, it is recommended that the

the two-year requirement are possi

time of expiration.

Conclusion

renewal application be filed several

ble, but gaining a waiver from the

The forgoing touches upon only the

months in advance, allowing the non

Department of State is time-consum

most common concerns; practition

citizen

to have the approval in hand
to leaving the United States.
This allows the new visa to be
imprinted in the passport prior to

ing.

ers regularly encounter other timing

prior

counseled to begin the process at least
the

given case. Effective representation

exchange visitor program. Physicians

requires a constant awareness of the

reentry with reduced inconvenience.

(other than those engaged solely in

various dates and numbers pub

research) do not have the home coun

lished by the CIS and the Depart

Temporary Workers

a

Exchange visitors should be
year

before

completing

considerations,

unique

to

a

try "no objection letter" waiver route

ment of State. No doubt the timing

Timing considerations for H-2B work

available

to them. So-called Conrad

considerations of each client will be

ers are similarly complex. Another

waivers for treating physicians are

assessed as the beginning of the

66,000 visas per fiscal year quota

limited

representation. Regulatory changes,

applies

to new (not renewal) H-2B

With residency programs completing

quotas and the client's own plans

petitions. Thanks to Senator Mikuls

around July 1, the prompt submission

require regular re-assessments.

to thirty per year per state.

ki, the 66,000 are now divided in half,

of the Conrad waiver application with

with 33,000 H-2B slots saved for a

the state agency may be crucial.

start date on or after April 1. Thus,
practitioners must consider the opti

Fiance(e)s

mum date for submitting the H-2B

Once the couple has undergone the

application. Such applications cannot

lengthy application process at the

Mr. Tobias may be reached at
gstobias@ober.com.
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In this article, we attempt to address
some of the changes that occurred
after Hurricane Katrina in August
2005 and other natural disasters
before and since then. These natural
disasters revealed a kindler and gen
tler side to the DHS and our govern
ment in formulating policies to help
immigrants. Many of us believed that
after September 11th we would for
sake our gentler inclinations as a
nation. We continue to strive for and
sometimes struggle with the balance
of being humanitarian and yet pro
tecting ourselves from those who
wish us harm. Strangely, the Septem
ber 11th tragedy followed by the natu
ral disasters has resulted in the DHS
finding a middle ground between an
enforcement type mentality of zero
tolerance and the spirit to serve the
well-being and interests of the immi
grant population that seek our shores
to fulfill their American Dream.

Hurricanes, Floods,
Tornadoes, Fires, Etc.

within three days of employment. The
I-9 Form's requirements apply for all
employers, even if the employer only
employs U.S. citizens. I-9s must
demonstrate that all employees are
authorized to work legally in the U.S.
If these are destroyed in a natural dis
aster, employers must re-confirm that
employees are legally authorized to
work in the U.S. In some instances,
such as after Hurricane Katrina, due
to emergency conditions, the U.S.
government may issue a notification
that I-9 compliance requirements are
suspended in certain areas for a peri
od of time.
The government has also begun to
accept electronic completion and stor
age of I-9s. Therefore, businesses may
want to have I-9s scanned and stored
offsite onto secure servers to avoid
potential problems when a natural
disaster occurs.

Scope of Disaster and
Employment Needs

After a natural disaster, most of us
think of the lives and property that are
damaged and destroyed. Few, howev
er, stop to consider the immigration
issues that arise when a natural disas
ter damages or destroys a business or
otherwise affects the lives of those
who have or are pursuing immigra
tion benefits. A comprehensive natural
disaster plan should include pre
paredness for various legal issues that
arise after a natural disaster. This arti
cle outlines why from a business per
spective, the immigration angle
should not be overlooked.

Some natural disasters only affect one
business, while others affect entire
regions of the country. In an ever
increasingly inter-connected world,
many large businesses throughout the
U.S. are often adversely impacted by a
disaster in a completely different part
of the U.S. If an employer has spon
sored employees for temporary or
permanent employment-based immi
gration benefits, the scope of the dis
aster and the impact of the disaster on
the company's employment needs
should be considered so that both the
employer and employee can make
contingent plans accordingly.

Business Co11sideratio1ts -·
Employer's Perspective
I-9 Compliance

Temporary Employment-Based
Benefits Existing Temporary
Workers/Employees

Employers generally must comply
with the federal law requiring every
employee to complete the Form I-9

40
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Many temporary employment-based
benefits require that the employee
continue to work for the sponsoring

employer in order to remain in tem
porary legal status. Further, for HlB
employees (temporary employees in a
specialty occupation where the mini
mum education to perform the job
requires a baccalaureate) and for
H2Bs (seasonal or peak-load employ
ees in semi-skilled or skilled occupa
tions) the employer is required to pay
the employee the prevailing wage for
the position based on the geographi
cal area, as long as the employee is
employed by the employer even if the
employer has no work for the
employee to perform.
According to the U.S. Department
of Labor (DOL), the employer is
required to pay all such employees the
full prevailing wage listed on the
forms submitted with the filing until
the employee has been unequivocally
notified of the termination of employ
ment and ideally, for the employer's
protection, as explained below, the
employer has notified the USCIS of its
intention to revoke or cancel the
underlying petition for such employ
ees to live and work legally in the U.S.
Many employers are busy taking care
of their failing business in the after
math of the disaster. However, failing
to consider the immigration conse
quences of their employees can
become an expensive lesson, especial
ly if the DOL imposes back wages and
penalties that could result in shutting
down the business or preventing it
from hiring the necessary skilled labor
from abroad for a period of time.
If the employer has sponsored tem
porary employees with a valid tempo
rary immigration benefit, the
employer should determine as quick
ly as possible whether the services of
those employees are still required. If
the employer needs those employees
to continue immediately in the after
math of the disaster in the same role
and work location, there are no issues.

If the employer needs such an
employee to continue in a different
role or work in a different location,
the employer must file a petition to
reflect any such amendment, for
example in the employee's duties, job
title, hour of work, salary, and/ or job
location.
If the employer no longer requires
the services of the employee due to
the damage or destruction of its busi
ness operations after a natural disas
ter, the employer should inform the
employee of its decision as soon as
practically feasible. Though an
employee who is on temporary non
immigrant status in the U.S. often
technically falls out of status once the
employer has terminated the person's
employment, the U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services (USCIS) may
use its discretion favorably to change
or extend the person's status, particu
larly if there are factors beyond the
person's control that have caused him
or her to fall out of status.
In the recent past, after the devasta
tion caused by the two hurricanes,
Katrina and Wilma, the federal gov
ernment, through the USCIS, issued a
memorandum confirming that these
disasters will be considered factors
beyond the person's control and will
direct its adjudicators to approve
changes or extensions of status for
persons who lose their employment
due to these natural disasters if the
person has taken reasonable steps to
change her /his status at the earliest
possible opportunity after the occur
rence of the disasters.
For smaller disasters, the USCIS
has the discretion to consider the dis
aster and its impact on those apply
ing for immigration benefits. An
employer that needs to dismiss an
employee due to a natural disaster
may want to specify this reason in
writing so that the employee will

have documentation to support
her/�is request for a favorable dis
cretion from the users if these peo
ple decide to apply for a change or
extension of nonimmigrant status.
Terminating the employment of an
employee who is working for an
employer in HlB or H2B status will
likely limit the amount of money the
employer will owe the employee, as
outlined above. In HlB and H2B
cases, the employer certifies to the
Department of Labor (DOL) that the
employee will be paid a minimum
salary, called a prevailing wage, for as
long as the employee is working for
the employer. In order to terminate
that obligation, the DOL has generally
found that an employer must both
notify the employee and the USCIS
that the employment has been termi
nated. It is not clear whether the DOL
would require an employer to pay
back wages if an employee is not able
to work because of a natural disaster
and consequently is not paid by the
employer after the natural disaster
occurs. Notification to the employee
and the USCIS that the employee has
been terminated eliminates the
employer's obligations to pay the pre
vailing wage.
If the employer does not have an
immediate position available but
plans to have a position available in
the near future (i.e., within a few
months), and the employer does not
have the ability to pay the prevailing
wage until the employee's work
recommences, the employer should
understand the ramifications of its
actions by consulting with a knowl
immigration attorney.
edgeable
Workable remedies may include the
employee returning to his or her
home country until the employer
again has work for the employee.
Other remedies available to the
employer may depend on the scope of

the disaster, the government's official
position at the time of the disaster
regarding pay and status require
ments, and other opportunities that
may be available for the employee
until the employer's position is avail
able again.

Hiring New Employees
An employer who needs additional
temporary workers after the natural
disaster should be particularly
mindful of whether hiring tempo
rary workers from abroad is feasi
ble. H2B employers and employers
that have been determined to be
HlB dependent or willful violaton;
of the HlB program must show that
there are no available, qualified,
willing U.S. workers for the posi
tion. If many U.S. workers were dis
placed from their jobs as a result of
the natural disaster, the employer
will need to determine if any of the
displaced U.S. workers are avail
able, qualified, and willing to per
form the position before seeking
foreign workers like H2B or HlB
employees.

Permanent Employment
Based Benefits
Existing Employees
An employer may sponsor an
employee for employment-based
lawful permanent resident status by
meeting the higher standard of
showing that there are no qualified,
willing, and available U.S. workers.
T his process is generally processed
in three major stages. First, a labor
certification must be certified by the
U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) in
stage one. In stage two, the USCIS
determines whether the employer
exists and has a job offer available
and if the potential employee quali
fies for the position.
In stage three, the users focuses on
July/August 2006
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the employee's background to ensure

evidence, the labor certification could

a natural disaster has struck must be

there are no reasons that this individual

be denied. At the second stage,

mindful again of whether there are

would not qualify for lawful perma

referred to as the I-140 petition

any qualified, willing, and able U.S.

nent resident status. Throughout the

process, the USCIS will also deny the

workers who could fill the position.

process, the employer generally must

case if the job opportunity is no longer

If the employer had layoffs in the

intend for the employee to work in the

available or if the employer is not able

field or if there have been layoffs in

position once the person's permanent

to demonstrate its financial ability to

the field in the geographical area

resident status or the JI green card" is

pay the required prevailing wage

where the employer is located, the

approved. If a job opportunity is lost

from the start of the green card

first stage of the sponsorship process

due to a natural disaster, it is unlikely

process until its final approval.
Only at the third stage, referred to

that the process can be concluded suc

as the I-485 or adjustment of status

cessfully for the employee.
Absent a new law after a natural

stage in the

JI

green card" process

users

will be scrutinized more carefully
than if the layoffs had not occurred.
Any prior U.S. worker employees
in the same field that had been laid off

disaster that would give disaster vic

where

primarily

by the employer would need to be

tims the ability to obtain a green card

reviewing the medical or criminal

made aware of the position. In the

the

is

even if they lose their sponsorship, in

background of the employee, is

wake of a major natural disaster,

many circumstances, an employee

there hope that the employee would

many such employees will have

will lose the ability to obtain the green

obtain the benefit of getting the

moved to other areas and may not be

card through the employer where the

JI

green card" if the person has no

available. If there are available, able,

job opportunity has ended. It is diffi

medical or criminal bars or other

and willing U.S. workers, however,

cult for such a law to pass. For exam

bars to obtaining permanent resi

sponsorship may not be possible

ple, though a law granting the ability

dent

permits

unless there are still open positions

to provide immigration benefits to

employees who have reached the

after U.S. workers have been offered

individuals was passed after the

third stage of the process with the I-

the available positions.

attacks on the U.S. after September 11,

485 application to adjust status

status.

The

law

2001, a similar bill to give the same

pending for more than 180 days to

ability to victims of Hurricane Katrina

change to a same or similar job with

the U.S. Senate. The stage of the per

location as long as it is in a same or

Individuals' Business
Immigration Impact after a
Natural Disaster
Categories Affected
and Benefits Available

son's journey towards the

similar job classification.

Lawful

permanent

refugees,

asylees,

passed in the U.S. House of Represen

the same or a different employer.

tatives but to date has not passed in

This job can be in any geographic

JI

green

residents,
and

certain

card" could potentially make the dif

Alternatively, if the first and sec

ference in whether an employee will

ond stage have been approved and

parolees, Cuban/Haitian entrants,

obtain the lawful permanent resident

the employee finds a new employer,

and battered spouses and children

status after a natural disaster if the

the employee should be able to trans

pursuing immigration benefits based

sponsoring employer is no longer able

fer the original priority date, namely,

on that status may generally obtain

to continue offering the full time posi

the date of filing the initial stage

the same U.S. government benefits

tion at the required salary level.

from the first employer 's case, and

that U.S. citizens may receive after a

If the person's journey towards

have that date assigned to the new

natural disaster. Persons with no legal

obtaining the JI green card" results in

employer's case, which will permit

status in the U.S. and persons here in

the person's case to remain pending at

the employee to stay in approximate

lawful nonimmigrant status, howev

the DOL, the employer may need to

ly the same place in line to obtain

er, are only eligible to receive non

be able to show that the employee will

lawful permanent resident status.

cash, in kind emergency disaster
relief, such as emergency medical

b.e needed again at a later date even if
there is temporarily not a position due
to the disaster. If the DOL asks for evi

New Employee
for Permanent Position

care, food, and shelter.

dence that the employee is still need

An employer who wants to sponsor

Replacing Documents

ed after the natural disaster, and the

a new lawful permanent resident

If an individual loses immigration

employer is not able to provide this

status process for an employee after

related documents during a natural
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disaster, the individual should take
steps to replace the documents as soon
as possible. To replace proof of lawful
permanent resident status, the individ
ual must file a Form I-90. Individuals
must file a Form I-131 to replace a lost
or destroyed re-entry permit, refugee
travel document, or advance parole
travel document. To replace an
Employment Authorization Docu
ment, the individual must file a Form I765. To replace an I-94 card, an
individual must file a Form I-102. To
replace a naturalization certificate or
certificate of citizenship, the individual
must file a Form N-565. Though these
are the documents that are most com
monly lost, other documents, such as
temporary status approvals, can also be
replaced by filing the appropriate form
and paying the government the
required filing fees in connection with
each form.
Addresses
A displaced immigrant or nonimmi
grant will need to submit an AR-11
form to the federal government in
Washington, D.C. within 10 days of
any move once the person has an
address that is expected to be valid for
at least 30 days or longer. In addition
to complying with this legal require
ment, individuals who must move
during or after a natural disaster and
who have applications for immigra
tion benefits pending should also con
tact the USCIS' National Customer
Service Center at 1-800-375-5283 to
update the person's address.

Losing Sponsorship of

ing Family/Employer/School
It is possible for an individual to lose
sponsorship for a temporary or per
manent immigration benefit. Individ
uals may lose a job, a school, or a
loved one and find that, in addition to
the normal stresses and sorrows that

these losses bring, they no longer
have legal authorization to remain in
the U.S. Many of the employment sce
narios are presented above. Closed
schools scenarios are frequently
resolved if a new school will accept
the student or if the damaged school
will be able to re-open within a cer
tain time frame. T he loss of a loved
one who was sponsoring another per
son for an immigration benefit may
be completely devastating. In some
instances, another U.S. citizen relative
can step in to sponsor the person so
that the case can continue. If, howev
er, there is no other qualifying relative
or no qualifying relative that is will
ing to assume sponsorship, the indi
vidual may lose the ability to remain
in the U.S.

In the aftermath of a natural disaster,
though immigration issues will not be
in the minds of most businesses and
individuals, it is important that these
matters be considered as soon as pos
sible by those who could potentially
be affected. Employers and individu-

als should confirm that all immigra
tion-related documents are still in
place. If there are any changes in
sponsorship, then these matters
should be considered carefully and
analyzed, often with the help of quali
fied professionals, who will be able to
advise the employer or the individual
on the various options and risks to
consider in the aftermath of a disaster
to minimize the damage.
Although one could complain that
the changes made by the U.S. govern
ment to help immigrants and the
immigration process after the disas
ters of such great magnitude largely
appear to be superficial, the very fact
that there was a willingness to consid
er viewing immigration policies from
the adversely affected immigrants'
view point is a momentous step. We
need to continue to make strides in
our policies towards immigration and
immigrants, not just to help others in
need, which itself is a laudable goal,
but more importantly since by doing
so, we honor and recognize our own
history as a nation of immigrants.
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Immigrants have often been a key
part of the military especially in
times of conflict. Over 150,000 Irish
participated in the Union Army dur
ing the civil war, including the
famous Irish Brigade that fought
heroically under the unit flag that
had the Irish Harp in the center. Dur
ing World War I, over one-half mil
lion immigrants from forty-six
countries were in the United States
Army making up a total of 18 per
cent of those serving. Currently,
there are approximately 69,000 for
eign-born personnel in the U.S. Mili
tary, or five percent of the total force.
While the devastating attacks Sep
tember 11th changed many aspects of
American perceptions of immigra
tion, the military immediately real
ized that they needed the language
and cultural skills of many of the
U.S.'s new immigrants. Many of the
soldiers serving heroically in
Afghanistan and Iraq were waiting
for three years to be made fully natu
ralized citizens while they were fight
ing and in some cases, dying for their
new country.

The Current Situation:
Presidential Executive
based on 8 U
1440

Before 911 active military service
had been a way to gain citizenship in
an expedited timeframe of three
years from the date the non-citizen
soldier obtained a "Green Card." 8
CFR Part 329. Federal regulation
specifies the dates of service that
qualify and further provides that the
President may set additional time
frames. On July 3, 2002, President
Bush issued Executive Order 12369
that makes non-citizen active duty
soldiers immediately eligible for nat
uralization. As of February 2005,
15,875 soldiers have applied for citi
zenship under the Executive Order,
and 11,873 have received citizenship.
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New Post 9/11 Naturaliza
tion Benefits for Several
Classes of Military Personnel

Congress passed legislation in 2003 as
part of the National Defense Authoriza
tion Act for Fiscal Year 2004 which
greatly enhanced the naturalization
benefits available to members of the
armed forces. Many of aspects of the
changes were designed to ease the
burden on military members who are
applying to become naturalized citi
zens. The Act, in part, grew out of
media reports that highlighted the
deaths of several military members in
combat in Iraq and Afghanistan who
were waiting to become naturalized
citizens. Fifty-nine military personnel
killed in the line of duty since Sep
tember 11 have been awarded posthu
mous citizenship.
Reduction of
period of service required under Sec
tion 328 (PL 108-136 Section 1701(a)).
The period of time of required serv
ice to qualify for naturalization was
reduced to one year from the previ
ous three years. Members are now
eligible to apply for naturalization
after completing just one year of serv
ice. Currently, applicants who are not
in the military must wait five years to
apply for naturalization. This provi
sion was retroactive to September 11,
2001, however most active duty mili
tary personnel were covered by the
Executive Order.

Reserve personnel now
eligible for expedited
naturalization
(PL 1 136 Section 1702)

New classes of military personnel are
made eligible to apply for citizenship
under this law change. Personnel
serving in the Select Reserves of the
Ready Reserve (National Guard and
Reserve Forces of the United States)
are eligible to apply for Naturaliza
tion under this statute after one year.
Prior to this change military person-

nel had to serve three years on contin
uous active duty in order to qualify.
Now Reserve Duty qualifies as mili
tary service under Section 329(a).
Select reserves are normally those
personnel assigned to a unit that drill
(perform reserve duty) for 24 days
throughout the year plus 2 consecu
tive weeks, normally in the summer.
This provision recognizes the impor
tance of the Reserves in the current
conflict where over 40% of the troops
deployed to Iraq and Afghanistan are
mobilized Reservists.

No fees
military appli(Pl 108-1 Section
1701(b))

The law ended the practice of charg
ing the same naturalization fees to
members of the military as to a nor
mal applicant. The one exception is if
the member chooses to be naturalized
in a state court that might charge a fee
for the procedure, limited to the fee of
the state court. This ended a hardship
that was faced by many lower rank
ing military members with families.

Overseas naturalization
{Pl 108-1 Section 1701(d))

The nature of service in the military
necessitates that its members often
serve overseas, whether in a normal
base environment such as in Germany
of Korea, or on an actual deployment.
The change in the law requires the
Departments of Homeland Security
(USCIS), State, and Defense to make
all aspects of proceedings for natural
ization readily available to the appli
cant, including filing the application,
interview, and administration of the
oath. Naturalization proceedings may
take place at United States Embassies,
Consulates, and military installations.
In practice, video teleconference facil
ities have been used to complete inter
views, and USCIS personnel have
traveled overseas to complete inter-

views. Several groups have taken
their oaths at overseas locations.

Section 1701(c)(1)(2)
Grounds for Revocation

The main reason for revocation of
naturalization is discharge for Other
Than Honorable Conditions. A serv
ice member is required to serve a
minimum of five years under service
that can be characterized as honor
able. While the law states that natu
ralizations can be revoked after the
five years has expired, it practice it
does not happen. A key point to
remember is that providing false
statements relating to military service
is a felony punishable by $250,000
fine and five years imprisonment.
The Attorney General of Southern
District of New York has instituted
prosecution of a member of the Selec
tive Reserve who failed to show up
for a deployment to Iraq, and then
subsequently characterized his serv
ice as Honorable.

New program to bring
immigrants with unique
language skills into the
Army National Guard

The Army National Guard has
recently launched a unique program
to attract recent immigrants who are
native Arabic, Persian, Farsi, and
Dari speakers. This unique program
was approved by the Department of
Defense on February 15, 2006, and is
designed to address a shortfall in the
language skills present in the Army.
This program is currently available
only in Michigan, California and
Texas, but if it is successful, it will
undoubtedly be expanded to include
other states' National Guard units,
including Maryland.
These new recruits' job, or Military
Occupational Skill (MOS) of 09L,
would be classified as Native Lin
guist. They must hold a Green Card

and be able to pass a series of tests for
their aptitude in their native lan
guage:, The recruiting marketing for
these positions stresses the ability of
the new members to gain expedited
naturalization under section 1701 and
1702 under Title XVII of Public Law
108-136, National Defense Authorization
Act for Fiscal Year 2004.
They must also meet the wider
requirements that are stipulated in the
Act. Major William Greer, the Execu
tive Officer at the National Guard
Bureau's Recruiting Office in Arling
ton, Virginia stated that these positions
are "Not the traditional interpreter"
but are designed to be a lingual and
cultural link for the forward deployed
military unit to the local populace.
These personnel will serve primarily
with Civil Affairs units that are cur
rently charged with leading the
rebuilding efforts in Afghanistan and
Iraq, and are also working on humani-

tarian projects in many parts of the
world including North Africa and the
greater Middle East.

Conclusion

There have been several favorable
changes in the naturalization process
with respect to members of the Unit
ed States Armed Forces. The military
has been a quick path for immigrants
to become citizens of the United
States since the formation of our
country. Now, members of the Selec
tive Reserves are eligible to qualify
for accelerated naturalization. The
waiting period was changed by stat
ue to 1 year, which is waived by Pres
idential Executive Order. The U.S.
now recognizes the important contri
butions that our recent immigrants
make to the military and the United
States that these new citizens will
continue to make.
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Maryland's
U.S. Attorney

Targets Terrorism
and Violent Crime
U.S. Attorney Rod J. Rosenstein

aryland's U.S. Attorney
wants to make a differ
ence. Rod J. Rosenstein,
who has served as U.S. Attorney for
the District of Maryland for the last
twelve months, wants to deter vio
lent crime so Maryland communities
are safe for children, adults and busi
nesses. Working in partnership with
state and local law enforcement offi
cials and local communities, Rosen
stein is aggressively targeting
terrorism, violent crime and drug
organizations as well as civil fraud
schemes and public corruption to
fight crime in Maryland.
"Terrorism is critical to me so we
can preserve our way of life," stresses
Rosenstein, "and we need to deal with
the violent crime problem in this state
so people can walk the streets without
fear." Although this is a statewide
problem, he cites particular violent
crime challenges in Baltimore City
and Prince George's County. "I thfok
everyone is aware of the very high
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homicide rates in these two areas, so
one of our priorities is to help state
and local authorities reduce violent
crime, especially gun violence."
Rosenstein will also focus on drug
enforcement, "so our children will be
safe and grow up without being tempt
ed by drugs. White collar crime is high
on his list too, "because we want peo
ple in businesses to be able to do busi
ness in Maryland without being
concerned about fraud." And, he will
target public corruption "so people can
invest in honest government."
Actually, all civil and criminal crimes
are high on his list and he considers
every case a priority. "My view is that
for the people that we deal with, for the
victims and the officers and the attor
neys and agents, each case is a priority,"
he emphasizes. To pursue this agenda,
the U.S. Attorney is aggressively fight
ing crime in Maryland.
Rosenstein' s proactive approach
consists of everything from a cooper
ative partnership with all law

enforcement agencies, crime preven
ticm projects and community revital
ization to an aggressive public
information campaign announcing
his Office's convictions and punish
ments as an effective deterrent. He is
warning potential criminals about
the "real risk of prosecution if they
commit a federal crime."
All one needs to do is view the
Office's website to see the "reality"
of this "threat," reflected in the U.S.
Attorney's impressive record over
the last 12 months. The Office's website
BLOG, http://www.usdoj.gov/
usao/md /press_releases/press
main.htm, offers a long list of indict
ments, convictions and sentences and
many are high profile cases. "In order
to be credible with this threat and make
it an effective deterrent, we need to fol
low through and do enough cases in
every area to establish a credible deter
rent. My goal is to do enough cases in
enough different areas to make a differ
ence," asserts Rosenstein.

Maryland's enthusiastic and energetic

in his execution. He pledges to work

and under his direction, criminal

U.S. Attorney is dedicated to further

cooperatively with state and local

referrals increased by 60 percent. He

ing justice. But, "it's not just about

partners, involve the community, sup

also supervised 100 prosecutors and

prosecution." Rosenstein is focusing

port crime prevention programs and

coordinated

on community outreach and revital

assist crime victims as he wages war

activities of the Tax Division, the U. S.

ization too. "Community residents

on criminals in the state.

Attorneys' Offices and the Internal

Background

Assistant Attorney General, supervis

must be empowered to assist in solv
ing problems in their neighborhoods,"

the tax

enforcement

Revenue Service and served as Acting
ing civil litigation.

he declares. T his is a key component

Rosenstein brings a wealth of diverse

of his strategy.

legal experience, skills and expertise to

In 2005, U. S. President George W.

As the federal government's lawyer

his latest role. A 1986 graduate of the

Bush appointed Rosenstein United

in Maryland, Rosenstein is responsi

Wharton School, University of Pennsyl

States Attorney for the District of Mary

ble for all federal law enforcement.

vania with a B.S. in Economics, Rosen

land, one of 93Judicial Districts housed

He is based in Baltimore and oversees

stein earned hisJ. D. at Harvard in 1989

under the U.S. Department of Justice.

the office in Greenbelt as well. "We

and became a law clerk for the Honor

Upon Senate confirmation, Rosenstein

prosecute criminal cases and repre

able Douglas H. Ginsburg, U.S. Court

became U. S.Attorney inJuly 2005.

sent the U.S. in all civil cases," he

of Appeals, District Circuit. In 1990, he

states.

His office handles a wide

joined the U. S. Department of Justice

Top Priority - Terrorism

range of serious federal crimes,

as a Trial Attorney for the Criminal

Today, terrorism is the U. S. Attorney's

including illegal drug distribution,

Division's Public Integrity Section,

top priority. "Our goal is to deter terror

public corruption, bank robberies,

became Counsel to the Deputy Attor

ism and not prosecute it after the fact,"

mail and wire fraud, firearms viola

ney General in 1993 and Special Assis

asserts Rosenstein. "We do everything

tions, environmental

tant in the Criminal Division in 1994.

we can to disrupt potential terrorist

crimes

and

health care fraud. It also defends the

Rosenstein moved on to the Office

schemes involving any kind of charge

United States and its agencies in a full

of the Independent Counsel as Associ

that might be used against people who

range of civil actions and annually

ate Independent Counsel in 1995,

are suspected of terrorism - everything

recovers millions of dollars from per

where, among other things, he super

from immigration charges, white collar

sons who defraud the government.

vised the investigation of allegations

fraud and terrorist financing to the

The U.S. Attorney's Office only has 70

that

actual support of terrorism."

the

W hite

House

wrongly

attorneys to tackle this ambitious

obtained background reports from the

Terrorism soared to the top of the

agenda, which totals 3,123 open civil

Federal Bureau of Investigation. In

priority list with 9 / 11. "At the time,"

and criminal cases. These Assistant U.

1997, he became an Assistant United

Rosenstein recalls, "I was an Assistant

S. Attorneys cover the entire state,

States Attorney with the District of

U.S. Attorney at the Greenbelt Office

handling all federal criminal and civil

Maryland, where he investigated and

and the U.S. Attorney's Office played

litigation. "That's not a lot," remarks

prosecuted federal crimes, including

almost no role in counter terrorism.

Rosenstein, which is one of the rea

murder, mail fraud, racketeering, tax,

T he FBI had a counter terrorism unit

sons his Office "coordinates with fed

bribery, identity fraud, counterfeiting,

but its function was gathering intelli

eral, state and local law enforcement

bank robbery, bankruptcy, health care,

gence, not prosecuting. So, the FBI

resources to make the best and most

firearms and narcotics violations. He

rarely came to our office and asked us

efficient use of our limited resources."

also served as credit card fraud coor

to prosecute somebody in relation to a

In a recent interview with the Mary

dinator and international legal assis

terrorism matter."

land Bar Journal, Rosenstein shared his

tance coordinator.

However, after 9 / 11, the Justice
Department reorganized and fighting

priorities as U.S. Attorney for Mary

In 2001, Rosenstein returned to the

land as well as the challenges he faces.

U.S. Department of Justice, this time

terrorism became

A prominent attorney known for his

with the Tax Division as its Principal

Maryland's U.S. Attorney's Office

the top priority.

high integrity and ethical standards,

Deputy Assistant Attorney General.

immediately established an Anti-Ter

Rosenstein is passionate about his

In this role, he managed the federal

rorism Unit, which "has an important

mission and creative, yet meticulous,

criminal tax enforcement program

liaison function with state and local

Janet StiqmanBveleth ls the Director of communications for the Maryland BarAssociation and
the Editor ofthe Maryland Bar Journal.
·
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Civil Litigation
Involving Persons
in the Military

By W. Michael Seganish

A

prospective client contacts your office and
advises you that he/ she has a legal matter
and is on active duty in the armed forces.
For most practitioners, knowledge about the impact
of a client's service in the armed forces takes the
form of filing a military service affidavit, in most
instances under Maryland Rule of Procedure 613 Default Judgments, prior to the court's entering a
judgment under the Soldiers and Sailors Civil Relief
Act of 1940, 50 U.S.C. App. Sec 501, et seq.

Mr. Seganish is a solo practitioner in Baltimore County. He may be reached at wseganish@comcast.net.
July/August 2006
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The affidavit requirement historically
arose from the Soldiers and Sailors

Matters Covered

The SCRA does not apply to criminal

starts with a stay or delay of judi
cial/ administrative proceedings for

Civil Relief Act of 1940, 50 U.S.C.

proceedings. However, it does apply to

the Servicemember (50 U.S.C. App.,

App. Section 501,

contracts, family law, leases of real

Section 511-12). First, if it is believed

et seq. In 2003, the

Soldiers and Sailors Civil Relief Act

property and personal property, and

that a party is in the military, either

was replaced by the Servicemembers

tort actions. It also applies to any civil

side or the court may apply for infor

Civil Relief Act ("SCRA"t which is a

matter involving a court or administra

mation

complete revision of the old act. The

tive agency of the United States, a

Defense ("DOD") must issue a state

current law is found at 50 U.S.C. App.

state, or other, relevant political subdi

ment as to military service. (50 U.S.C.

Section 501 et seq.

vision. This means that, in addition to

App. Section 582). The office in the

and

the

Department

of

traditional civil cases, it would also

DOD to contact for information under

resenting a person in the armed

apply

administrative hearings

the SCRA as to whether a person is in

forces under the Servicemember

under the Office of Administrative

the armed forces is The Defense Man

Civil Relief Act of 2003 is to obtain

Hearings and to zoning hearings. Pro

power Data Center. Their telephone

initial protection for your client by

tection is afforded for civil matters in

number is 703-696-6762. The Defense

obtaining a stay of the civil proceed

the Circuit Court for Baltimore City or

Manpower Data Center has devel

ings. The State of Maryland provides

County, the District Court of Maryland

oped a website

a procedure under the Maryland

and the Office of Administrative Hear

tomers to determine whether a party

Defense Force to provide pro bono

ings as well as all other civil matters.

to a law suit is in the armed forces. To

Servicemembers Protected

accepted customer" and the DOD has

The most important aspect of rep

representation for the limited pur
pose of obtaining a Stay in a proceed

to

which allows cus

access the website, one must be II an

ing to allow a servicemember time to

The SCRA protects active military

a form which must be completed

obtain counsel. The SCRA contains a

members and Reservists as well as

which allows a search of the website.

number of provisions relating to

National Guardsman who are in

The court must stay the proceed

eviction protection, termination of

active federal service. In 2002, the

ings for at least 90 days upon the

leases of real property and automo

State of Maryland adopted these pro

application of counsel or on the

bile leases, caps on allowable interest

visions for its National Guard mem

court's own motion. There may be a

rates and abatement of excess inter

bers (Public Safety Article, Section

defense to the action and the defense

est on mortgages.

13-705). Some of the benefits include

cannot be presented without the

There are other employment issues

the defense of a servicemember,

defendant present (or after due dili

relative to a servicemember under the

spouse or child, or anyone for whom

gence, counsel has been unable to

they provide over half the person's

contact defendant), or it is otherwise

support for 180 days immediately

determined

("USERA") which protects job securi

preceding an application for relief

defense exists. If the servicemember

ty, pension and other rights, etc ..

under the Act.

does have notice of the proceeding

Uniform Services Employment and
Reemployment

USERA

Rights

provides

Act

"Ombudsman"

assistance to direct the servicemem
ber as to where and how to receive

Nature of the
Relief Under the Act

are numerous protections

a

meritorious

and has filed an application for a stay
which includes an application filed 90
days after being activated in military
service, the court shalt upon motion

help with employment issues in his

There

local area. The SCRA and USERRA

afforded a servicemember under the

of a servicemember, enter a stay of

have come to the forefront because of

SCRA. The relief covers both proce

proceedings for at least 90 days if the

the Iraq conflict and the large number

dural and substantive matters, and

motion includes certain information.

of military personnel who have been

in some cases is very specific, e.g.,

(50

u.s.c. 522).

deployed worldwide. It is important

interest rate reduction and abate

that an attorney know the procedures

ment of interest.

Requirements For the Initial 90 Day
Stay For a Servicemember

servicemember's rights and provide

Stay of Proceedings

The Request for a Stay, which can be

competent representation.

The basic protection under the SCRA

presented by letter, memo· or an e-

contained in this article to protect a
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mail, must contain the following:
1. A statement as to how the ser
vicemember's (SM's) current military
duties affects his ability to appear;
2. A date when the SM will be
available to appear;
3. A statement from the SM's com
manding officer stating that the SM=s
current military duties prevent his
appearance; and
4. That military leave is unautho
rized for the SM at this point in time.
The initial 90 day stay is mandato
ry. Any additional stay is discre
tionary and the court must find that
the member's ability to prosecute or
defend the matter is materially affect
ed by reason of his or her active duty
in the service.

Default Judgments
Prior to a default judgment being
entered in Maryland, a military serv
ice affidavit is required. Obviously, if
the court is aware of active military
service, it should not enter the
default. If a SM is sued while on
active duty, fails to respond, and as a
result, a judgment is obtained, the
default judgment can be reopened, by
written request to the court, if the SM
is on active duty or within 90 days of
leaving service. The servicemember
must show that the default was
entered (1) during military service or
within 30 days after the SM left the
service, (2) the SM did not make any
kind of appearance in court through
filing of an answer or otherwise prior
to the default judgment being
entered, and (3) the military service
prejudiced his/her ability to defend
the case and there exists a meritorious

defense to the case. (50 U.S.C. App
Sectinµ 521 (G), (H).

Protection from Eviction
If the SM is leasing a house or apart
ment, and rent is below a certain
amount, the SCRA can prevent evic
tion for a period of time (usually 90
days), as long as the property is occu
pied by the active duty member or his
or her dependants and the monthly
rent on the premises does not exceed
$2,534.32 (the 2005 amount). The ser
vicemember must show that the mili
tary service materially affects his/her
ability to pay rent. A landlord who
continues eviction proceedings
against a military member or actually
evicts a SM is subject to criminal sanc
tions such as fines or imprisonment.
(50 U.S.C. App. Section 531A).
Termination of Pre-Service and
Active Duty Residential Leases
The SCRA allows military members
who are activated to lawfully termi
nate a lease without repercussion.
This includes dwelling, business,
professional or agricultural leases.
The servicemember must show that
he/she was called to active duty
service for a period of at least 180
days or received permanent change
of-station orders, must give written
notice and provide copies of the
orders to the landlord. (50 U.S.C.
App. Section 534). After the landlord
receives written notice, termination
of a lease which provides for month1 y payment of rent will occur at 30
days after the first date on which the
next rental payment is due and
payable. The servicemember is also
entitled to a refund of any prepaid
rent or security deposit.
Mortgage
The SCRA can also provide temporary

relief from mortgage payments. The
SM must show that the mortgage was
entered into prior to the beginning of
active duty, that the property was
owned prior to the entry into military
service, that the property is still owed
by the person in the military and that
his/her service materially affects the
member's ability to pay the mortgage.
(50 U.S.C. App. 527 (a), (b), (c).

Termination of Automobile Leases
The SCRA allows military members to
terminate pre-service automobile
leases if they are called up for military
duty for 180 days or longer. Members
who sign automobile leases may be
able to terminate the leases if they are
given orders for permanent change of
station outside the continental United
States or deployed with a military
unit for period of 180 days or more.
(50 U.S.C. App. Section 535).
Interest Rate Relief on Debts and
Mortgage Payments
Upon application, the interest rate on
pre-service installment debt, credit
card debt and mortgage debt is
reduced to 6 percent as long as the
servicemember can prove his ability
to pay the mortgage or the debt was
materially affected by military serv
ice. Interest in excess of 6 percent per
year must be forgiven. (50 U.S.C.
App. Section 527 (c).

Mortgage Foreclosure Protection
Servicemembers are protected against
foreclosure of mortgages, deeds of
trust and similar security devices
under the Act, as long as the obliga
tion originated prior to active duty
service and the ability to meet the
financial obligation is materially
affected by the member=s active duty
obligation. A request must be filed
within 90 days after the beginning of
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the SM=s active military service. The
court can stay proceedings until the
SM is available to file an answer to the
foreclosure and can also extend the
mortgage maturity date to allow
reduced monthly payments. A fore
closure is subject to being reopened if
challenged by a servicemember and
the period of redemption extend by a
period of time equal to the length of
the members military service. (50
U.S.C. App., Section 527).

Anticipatory Relief
The Act does not require that a breach
or default occur prior to providing
protection to the servicemember. The
servicemember may apply for antici
patory relief during military service to
obtain court relief from any obligation
incurred before the servicemember=s
military service or from a tax or assess
ment falling due before the military
service. (50 U.S.C. App. Section 591).

Legal Representation The Maryland
Defense Force

The State of Maryland has set up a
protocol for representation and pro
tection of the servicemember. This
procedure, discussed below, pro
vides representation to a SM to
obtain a stay and is provided by
"The Maryland Defense Force."
This is part of our state militia.. The
statutory authority for this appears
in the Public Safety Article of the
Maryland Annotated Code, Title 13101 et seq. The Maryland Defense
Force is a group of volunteer lawyers
who provide pro bono representa
tion for the sole purpose of obtaining
a stay for servicemembers to allow
time for them to obtain representa
tion. The appearance by a Maryland
Defense Force Attorney is for the
limited purpose of filing a motion to
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obtain a stay and does not obligate
the Maryland Defense Force attor
ney to long term representation of
the servicemember. Attorneys who
agree to assist in these matters do
not have to have any prior military
service, and the time spent is accept
able for pro bono purposes to the
Court of Appeals. There are approx
imately thirty attorneys who have
agreed to assist servicemembers and
they are given the rank of Major in
the Maryland Defense Force. There
is a federal exemption from mobi
lization to full time active duty for
members in the Maryland Defense
Force; volunteer lawyers cannot be
called to active duty.

Employment Issues:
The Uniform Services
Employment and
Reemployment Act

The Uniform Services Employment
and Reemployment Rights Act pro
vides Servicemembers, Reservists and
National Guard members returning to
civilian life after a period of active
duty, re-employment in the same job
or job with similar status, pay and
benefits that they would have
attained had they not been absent in
military service. It also protects the
pension rights and health benefits of
servicemembers. This Act applies to
all employers and it has no minimum
employee requirement such as the
Family Leave Act which requires that
an employer have 50 or more employ
ees for that Act to apply.
Employees returning from mili
tary are entitled to seniority and
other rights and benefits, as deter
mined by seniority, that they would
have had with "reasonable certain
ty" had they not been called to active
duty. In effect, an employee is
allowed to return where he/she left

off, but for the active military serv
ice. USERA provides for a five year
limit of employee members being
absent from their civilian job with an
employer. Unless precluded by mili
tary necessity, advance notice must
be provided either orally or in writ
ing to the employer. The employee
must be promptly reinstated or re
employed upon his/her return.
The Federal Department of
Labor's Veteran's Employment and
Training Service enforces USERA.
However, this does not preclude a
servicemember from enforcing his or
her rights by filing a court action
without having first filed a com
plaint with the Department of Labor
(DOL). An employee can also con
tact the National Committee for
Employers, Support of the Guard
and Reserve (ESGR), at the Depart
ment of Defense (1-800-336-4590),
and request "Ombudsman service."
The Ombudsman will assist the ser
vicemember outside of the formal
legal system. An Ombudsman takes
the information from the Guards
man or Reservist, enters it into its
database and then contacts someone
in the servicemember's area who
will attempt to mediate a resolution
of an alleged violation of USERA. (38
U.S.C., Section 4313 et seq.).

Conclusion

This article addresses the major issues
of representing someone who is serv
ing on active duty in the armed forces.
Of the upmost importance when a
servicemember client contacts your
office is to obtain a stay and represen
tation for this person.
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Biometric Passports
The United Kingdom's Response to an International Challenge

W

ebster's Dictionary defines
biometry as, "The statisti
cal analysis of biological
observations and phenomena." It is
the electronic capture of a citizen's
personal biometric data, and devising
a method for storing it securely and
efficiently in people's passports, that
has presented a significant challenge
to the United Kingdom (UK) and
many other industrialisd countries'
passport services in recent years.
In layman's terms, biometric iden
tifiers are best described as personal
features that distinguish one person
from another, for example the facial
structure, finger-prints, irises and
DNA (the most reliable all biometric
identifiers). The security benefits
associated with capturing a person's
biometric data and storing it on an
electronic chip inside the passport
are considerable.
British Passports have continued to
evolve since they were first intro
duced during the reign of King
Charles I. At each stage in the devel
opment of the passport, security fea
tures have been added to deter
forgeries and misuse. The addition of
biometric information has taken pass
port issuing to a new level. Known as
Phase I biometrics, most national issu
ing authorities are currently focussing

on capturing and storing facial data,
but Phase II - which also calls for the
capture of finger-print information will become a reality in 2008. So the
drive to improve document security
is not standing still - technical experts
are already hard at work on designing
another future generation of British
passports.
Although the UK and other coun
tries have been working on their own
programmes, common standards for
biometric passports are set by the
International Civil Aviation Organi
sation (ICAO).
This is largely
uncharted territory of course, and
given that passports are international
travel documents1 this is an area
where different countries' officials
co-operate very closely.
So why did the UK Government
decide to invest in a biometric pass
port programme? The main reason
was to join with other international
partners in responding to the threat
of terrorism1 by improving document
security and thus minimising the risk
of fraud. The UK is doing .this by
continually improving the security
features of the passport itself and
also by ensuring that the process by
which people apply for passports is
not open to abuse. For instance1 a
new network of UK Passport offices

is being set up throughout the UK.
One of their roles will be to carry out
mandatory interviews for all adults
applying for British passports for the
first time.
But what has also helped to drive
the international biometric project is
the Enhanced Border Security and
Visa Entry Reform Act OF 2002
(EBSVERA) which was signed by the
President into law HR 3525 on 14
May 2002. Specifically1 section 3031
which says:
Sec.303 Machine-readable1 tamp
er-resistant entry and exit docu
ments Under section 302,
beginning October 26, 2004, the
Department and BC/S must issue
only machine-readable, tamper
resistant visas, and other travel
and entry documents that use bio
metric identifiers. Ports of entry
shall use equipment and software
to allow biometric comparison and
authentication of all travel docu
ments. Additionally, by October 26,
2004, in order for a country to
remain eligible for participation in
the visa waiver program its govern
ment must certify that it has a pro
gram to issue to its nationals
machine-readable passports that
are tamper-resistant and which
July/August 2006
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incorporate biometric and authen
tication identifiers that satisfy the
standards of the International Civil
Aviation Organization (!CAO).
After October 26, 2004 an alien
seeking admission under the visa
waiver program must present such
a passport unless the alien's pass
port was issued prior to that date.

EBSVERA therefore set a deadline
by which countries such as the UK
would need to fulfill certain stan
dards in its biometric programme in
order to remain in the Visa Waiver
Program (VWP). With over 4.5 mil
lion separate visits made by UK pass
port holders to the US every year
under the VWP (not to mention the
other 1.5 million visits made by visa
holders), there is clearly a lot at stake.
The prospect of the UK and the 26
other countries in the VWP (for
example most western European
countries, Japan, Australia and New
Zealand) finding their position in the
VWP in doubt, was inconceivable.
Despite the UK's best efforts to
develop its system within the time
frame envisaged under EBSVERA, it
was clear that the original deadline
was unachievable.
The deadline was renegotiated (to
26 October 2005 for the introduction
of machine readable passports known as Level One - and 26 October
2006 for the introduction of biomet
rics - Level Two). This was partly in
response to lobbying by foreign gov
ernments who were able to show that
biometric systems were being devel
oped as a priority, and by US private
sector interests who rely on tourist
revenues from VWP visitors.
Estimates suggest that only
approximately 25 percent of US
nationals own a passport. In the UK,
it is far higher, approximately 75 per-

cent.. Nearly 90 percent of all British
passports are issued by the UK Pass
port Service's six main offices located
throughout the country. Overseas,
the picture is very different. There
are 104 passport offices, located
inside or attached to UK diplomatic
missions. They range from large
offices such as those in Hong Kong,
Canberra and here in Washington
issuing several thousand passports
per month to many which issue less
than that in a year.
The UK has been producing
machine-readable passports at all its
offices since the beginning of 2005.
In late 2004, the UK's biometric pass
port issuing system, known as
"BRIT" (Biometric Recognition Infor
mation Technology) really started to
gather momentum. The US company
3M, Government Project Managers
and users were working together to
get the functionality right for BRIT.
In September 2005, a pilot produc
tion event took place at the British
Embassy in Paris (which is responsi
ble for issuing all British diplomatic
and official passports).
A month later, Washington issued
some passports under a similar pilot
to members of the public. Both events
successfully met their objectives and
the events attracted positive media
coverage. BRIT rolled out in Wash
ington in earnest on 6 February 2006,
and the Passport Office is issuing 250350 passports per day. The roll-out is
progressing in the UK and at our
other overseas posts. We anticipate
that by July 2006, all UK passports
issued at our offices - home and over
seas - will be biometric, meaning that
we have met the requirements for
Level Two certification by the Depart
ment of Homeland Security.
So what does the new passport
look like? On the outside, it still bears

the same purple cover as required by
the European Union under the regula
tion on common formats for EU pass
ports. But inside the back of the data
page contains an embedded chip, sur
rounded by an aerial. The chip holds
an electronic copy of the bearer's pho
to graph and personal details as they
appear on the data page.
From a security point of view, this
allows for a three-way check using
algorithms from the data on the chip,
the face of the person presenting the
passport and the data page itself. The
chip's access protocol is Basic Access
Control which prevents the data on
the chip from being read by anyone
other than those with the correct read
ers. The UK is working hard with the
US and other international partners to
ensure harmony in the chip specifica
tions to ensure that each country's
passports can be easily read at immi
gration points.
To conclude, the changes brought
about by biometrics have been major
and there are much more to come.
Biometric identifiers are also being
gathered and stored in visas, and in
some high-tech sectors, finger-scans
are being taken to allow access in and
out of buildings.
There are several interesting chal
lenges ahead, not least getting the bal
ance right between security and
privacy.
By Graeme Wise

Ms. Wise is Deputy Consul-General and
Director of US Consular Operations for
the British Embassy in Washington, D.C.
She may be reached at
Graeme.Wise@fco.gov.uk.
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When Proposed Fee Arrangements are Permissible

Y

our letter of inquiry posed the
following questions: Is it prop
er to have a contingency fee
arrangement which provides that the
attorney will receive the greater of
one-third of the amount recovered, or
the attorney's customary hourly rate
of $300 per hour times the number of
hours worked. You enclosed your
firm's "Contingency Fee Retainer
Agreement." The Contingency Fee
Retainer Agreement provides "I
understand that I do not have to pay
my attorneys any fee unless my attor
neys recover a judgment or settlement
for me in this case." The Contingency
Fee Retainer Agreement further pro
vides that "[a]t the conclusion of my
case, my attorneys will review the fee
to be sure it is reasonable under Rule
1.5 of the Maryland Rules of Profes
sional Conduct."
The Committee will comment on
the propriety under the Maryland
Rules of Professional Conduct (the
"Rules") of the fee arrangement pro
posed. At the outset, the guidelines for
the Committee in rendering formal
opinions do not permit the approval of
specific language proposed in
inquiries. Thus, the specific language
of the agreement you have submitted
is neither approved nor disapproved
in light of this opinion. Furthermore,
the Committee does not render opin
ions on legal issues. To the extent that
your inquiry requests a legal opinion,
we decline to give one. However, in

your inquiry letter you stated that
many of your cases are brought under
fee-shifting statutes, and we note that
some fee-shifting statutes do not per
mit an attorney to charge the client an
attorney's fee that is greater than that
approved by the Court.
Maryland Rule of Professional Con
duct1.5(a) requires that all fee agree
ments between an attorney and a
client must be reasonable. Rule l.5(a)
sets forth eight factors to be consid
ered in determining whether a fee is
reasonable:
(1) the time and labor required, the
novelty and difficulty of the questions
involved, and the skill requisite to
perform the legal service properly;
(2) the likelihood, if apparent to the
client, that the acceptance of the par
ticular employment will preclude
other employment by the lawyer;
(3) the fee customarily charged in
the locality for similar legal services;
(4) the amount involved and the
results obtained;
(5) the time limitations imposed by
the client or by the circumstances;
(6) the nature and length of the pro
fessional relationship with the client;
(7) the experience, reputation, and
ability of the lawyer or lawyers per
forming the services; and
(8) whether the fee is fixed or
contingent.
Although a consideration, whether a
fee is reasonable does not necessarily
turn on how the fee arrangement is

structured, whether on an hourly rate,
contingency fee, flat fee or some combi
nation thereof, but whether the ulti
mate fee is reasonable. Thus, whatever
the structure, the proposed fee arrange
ment is only permissible if the ultimate
fee does not amount to an unreason
able fee for the work performed.
The Rules allow an attorney to enter
into contingent fee arrangements with
clients, subject to certain exceptions
and procedural safeguards (including
that all such arrangements be in writ
ing). See Rule 1.5 (c) and (d). Contin
gent fee agreements, like all fee
agreements between an attorney and a
client, must be reasonable. Rule l.5(a).
Whether a contingent fee is reason
able is determined using two tests of
fairness, both of which must be met.
First, the agreement must have been
reasonable in principle when the par
ties entered into it. Second, after the
contingency has been met and the fee
quantified, the agreement must be
reasonable in operation, as tested
against the factors set forth in Rule of
Professional Conduct Rule l.5(a).
Attorney Griev. Comm'n v. Pennington,
355 Md. 61, 74 (1999); Brown & Sturm
v. Frederick Rd. Ltd. Pshp., 137 Md.
App. 150, 181 (2001).
Thus, the question of the reason
ableness of a contingent fee agree
ment, or one with contingent features,
must be revisited after the fee is quan
tified or quantifiable and tested by the
factors enumerated in Rule l.5(a). In
July/August 2006
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2000)(contingency fee of $71,200,000

The Committee notes that "the fact

reasonable under the circumstances

that the client agreed to the [amount

afte_i; considering factors set forth in

of the fee] does not relieve the attor

Re Merry-Go-Round Ents. Inc., 244 B.R.
327, 339 (Bankr. D. Md 2000); Attorney
Grievance Commission v. Pennington,
355 Md. at 74; Attorney Grievance Com
mission v. Korotki, 318 Md. 646, 664

Rule 1.5); Attorney Griev. Comm'n v.
Pennington, 355 Md. 61 (1999)(fee

the amount agreed upon was fair and

ney from the burden of showing that

(1990). If, after consideration of the

arrangement in employment discrim

factors set forth in Rule l.5(a), an

ination case that had both fixed and

reasonable." Attorney Griev. Comm'n
v. Pennington, 355 Md. at 72 (citing

attorney's fee that appeared reason

contingent fee features was reason

Tucker v. Dudley, 223 Md. 467, 473

able at the outset becomes excessive,

able in light of the circumstances even

(1960)).

the attorney must reduce the fee.

though the arrangement resulted in a

agreed to the fee arrangement does

Attorney Griev. Comm'n v. Korotki, 318

fee of greater than 50 percent; client

not relieve the attorney from analyz

Md. at 664-65.

The fact that the client

not only recovered monetary dam

ing the reasonableness of the fee in

In Attorney Griev. Comm'n v. Korotki,

ages but also realized her main objec

light of Rule l.5(a).

the leading Maryland case on the rea

tive of obtaining a promotion); Fraidin

Thus, it is the opinion of this Com

sonableness of attorneys' fees, the

v. Weitzman, 93 Md. App. 168

mittee that the fee arrangement which

attorney was disciplined for demand

(1992)(fifty percent contingent fee

you have described is not per se uneth

ing a contingency fee that, after the

"not excessive, or invalid, based on

ical.

attorney obtained increases for han

the facts of this case"); see also, Attor

whether calculated on an hourly or

dling an appeal, reached 75 percent of

ney Griev. Comm'n v. Kemp, 303 Md.

contingency fee basis, if the fee is rea

The fee will be permissible,

the recovery. In reaching this result, the

664 (1985)(contingent fee improper

sonable when considered in light of

Court opined that Korotki "crossed the

for recovery of Med. Pay benefits

the factors identified in Rule 1.5 and

fifty percent line and acquired a greater

because attorney bears little risk of

provided the procedural safeguards

interest in the outcome of the litigation

nonrecovery; benefits are automati

set forth in Rule 1.5 are satisfied.

than his clients."

cally payable upon the filing of a com

Some members of this Committee are

pleted benefit form and medical

concerned and believe that the fee

can ever be circumstances justifying a

report without regard to fault); Mary

agreement which you have described

contingent fee in excess of fifty per

land Committee on Ethics, Opinions

would create a conflict when the

While reserving on whether "there

cent," the Court concluded that "it is

02-78, 92-31 and 76-1 (contingency

hourly billings exceed the contin

generally a violation of the rule for the

fees are an improper measure of legal

gency.

attorney's stake in the result to exceed

compensation in collecting PIP funds

the client's stake." See also Attorney
Griev. Comm'n v. Roberson, 373 Md. 328

because of the lack of risk and lack of

The Ethics Committee

uncertainty in obtaining these funds).

(2003)(fee excessive where initial con
tingent fee was increased from 40 per
cent to 50 percent of all amounts
recovered and, with the inclusion of
future medical services' valuation,

Coming up in the

which were not yet provided, the
attorneys' fee share of actual cash was
72 percent).
Whether the ultimate fee is reason
able must be decided on a case-by
case basis. Thus it is the opinion of
the Committee that the attorney must
review the facts and circumstances of
each representation in light of Rule
l.5(a).

In this regard, a review of

Korotld and its progeny is helpful.
See, e.g., In Re Merry-Go-Round Ents.
Inc., 244 B.R. 327 (Bankr. D. Md
60
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Interesting Disciplinary Cases
he Atlantic 2nd advance sheets
provide interesting reading. I
examine each one under the
key Attorney and Client." Some
involve misconduct which has not
occurred in our jurisdiction. Some of
the interesting ones follow:
In re Harry T. Spikes, 881 A.2d 1118
(D.C.,2005) Mr. Spikes had filed a
defamation action against other attor
neys who, under rule of professional
conduct 8.3, had reported to bar coun
sel a possible violation of the rules of
professional conduct. There is an
absolute privilege by rule in the Dis
trict of Columbia for complainants
who make complaints to bar counsel.
Mr. Spikes' civil action was deemed to
be frivolous, a violation of rule of pro
fessional conduct 3.1.and 8.4(d) and
he was suspended for 30 days.
In the Matter of Tenenbaum, 880 A.2d
1025 (Del. 2005) a three year suspen
sion was imposed. Mr. Tenebaum had
harassed female clients and employees,
verbally and physically. His violations
of the Delaware Rules of Professional
Conduct l.7(b), l.8Q), 8.4(a)&(b) were
found. Among the terms of the sus
pension are the follmying: "During the
suspension, Tenebaum shall conduct
no act directly or indirectly constituting
the practice of law.
Tenebaum shall not share in any
legal fees arising from clients or cases
referred by Tenebaum during the
period of suspension to any other
II

lawyer or share in any legal fees
earned for services by others during
the period of suspension. Tenebaum
shall also be prohibited from having
any contact with clients or prospec
tive clients or witnesses or prospec
tive witnesses when acting as a
paralegal, legal assistant, or law clerk
under the supervision of a member of
the Delaware Bar, or otherwise." The
case makes for interesting reading
about the many instances of miscon
duct involving many victims.
In re Shamers, 873 A.2d. 1089 (Del.
2005), respondent was a solo practi
tioner. His wife assisted him with his
financial books and tax filings. A client
received a trust check that failed to
clear for "insufficient funds." The client
filed a complaint with discipline coun
sel. An audit followed which also dis
covered that respondent's nephew had
embezzled client funds. Violations of
rules l.15(a)(b)(d), the safekeeping
property rules, 5.3 the supervising rule
and 8.4(c)(d) were found. The latter
violations were due to his misrepresen
tation on the annual Certificates of
Compliance and failing to file federal
and state tax returns for three years.
His sanction was a two year suspen
sion and a public reprimand.
In the Matter of Lorraine Harris, 868
A.2d 1011 (N.J. 2005). The opinion
begins as follows:
"Respondent is a persistent violator
of the Rules of Professional Conduct.

Since becoming a lawyer, the number
and nature of her transgressions have
struck at the core values that define a
lawyer's responsibility to clients, the
court and the profession. Basic hon
esty and a minimum level of compe
tence are indispensable qualifications
to practice law in this State. The pat
tern of respondent's conduct over a
course of years makes clear that she
does not possess those essential quali
fications. When a lawyer's derelic
tions are so many and so grave, our
paramount concern must be to protect
the public and maintain the public's
confidence in the integrity of the pro
fession. Based on the record before us,
we are constrained to enter an Order
disbarring respondent." at p. 1014.
Admitted in 1994, in 1999 she was
suspended for one month for potential
misuse of client funds; in 2000 a tem
porarily suspended for nine days for
failing to comply with a fee arbitration
determination (fee arbitration is
mandatory in New Jersey) and in 2000
also admonished for failing to provide
a written contingency fee agreement.
In 2001 she was suspended for six
months for lack of diligence, failure to
safeguard client property, charging an
unreasonable fee, record-keeping vio
lations, false statements of material
fact to a tribunal, and failure to cooper
ate with discipline authorities.
There was also one other discipline
matter. In the instant disciplinary
July/August 2006 I MARYLAND BAR JOURNAL 161

case it was determined that she violat
ed diligence, communication require
ments, rules dealing with termination
of representation and conduct preju
dicial to the administration of justice.
She also failed to comply with the
obligations of a suspended attorney
under the New Jersey Rules. One
wonders why someone spends the
effort to be admitted to practice and
then does so much harm to clients In
re Austin, 858 A.2d 969 (2004) and In re
Coffey's Case, 880 A.2d 403 (N.H.
2005). In re Austin, 858 A.2d 969
(2004) and In re Coffey's Case, 880 A.2d
403 (N.H. 2005). and the profession.
In re Denise Ansell, 865 A.2d 1215
(Conn. 2005) the respondent was rep
rimanded when she, on several occa
sions, accused her opponent of
having an ex-parte communication
with an expert witness yet never pro
duced any evidence to that effect.
Violations of rule 3.4, candor with a
court and 8.4, misrepresentation were
found. The court said: "Ansell main
tains that any reprimand for her con-

duct will chill vigorous attorney rep
resentation on behalf of their clients.
We f�il to see how effective represen
tation will be undermined by requir
ing attorneys to have evidence to
substantiate claims brought before the
court." (At p. 1222).
In re PRB, 2005 Vt. 2 (2004), a case
one would rarely see these days,
respondent received an "admonition"
for advertising as "Injury Experts ..."
and "We are experts in..." (three areas
of the law) in the yellow pages.
Before the complaint was filed with
bar counsel the firm revised the ad
and there was no evidence that any
one had been misled or deceived. A
violation of 7.1, misleading advertis
ing and comparison with other attor
neys as well as creating an unjustified
expectations about the results an
attorney can achieve were found.
Two cases, In re Austin, 858 A.2d 969
(2004) and In re Coffey's Case, 880 A.2d
403 (N.H. 2005), involved attorney
transactions with clients who either
were uneducated or lacked mental

capacity, In the former case, Austin
was disbarred for obtaining a substan
tial loan from an elderly uneducated
client of very little means and then not
repaying the loan. Coffey also lost his
license for having an 81 year old client
convey real property worth $200,000 to
him for $50,000 based in part for an
estimated fee of $30,000.
Finally, the old adage: "One who
represents himself has a fool for a
client" is demonstrated by Mr.
O'meara. He received a public censure
when he made false statements as a
pro se party in a divorce and custody
case. He made a misrepresentation
about a subpoena and in a motion.
Violations of rules of professional con
duct 3.1, 3.3(a)(1)(3) and 8.4(a)(c) were
found. The court distinguished other
cases in which greater sanctions had
issue. Those cases also make interest
ing reading. See: In re O'meara's Case,
834 A.2d 235 (N.H. 2003).

By Melvin Hirshman
Bar Counsel
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